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ABSTRACT
This study documents the archaeological and
historical investigations of four water-powered mills in
the eastern Tennessee Valley.

This study points out the

value of both archaeological and archival material to
obtain a fuller picture of the function of these mills,
and of their economic and social roles.
A review of the development of water power technology
is included in this study.

A knowledge of this technology

is necessary to help in the formulation of clear research
designs when

investigating water.powered mills.

The recovery of a large amount of power-transmission
related artifacts helps to develop a clearer picture of
milling practices in the region.

An unusual turbine

recovered from the Brainerd Mill has raised questions
about availability

and adaptations of state-of-the-art

technology in frontier settlements.
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C H A PT ER I
INTRO DUCT ION
Introduction
For the major part of its history, the discipline of
American archaeology has been concerned with the study. of
humankind's prehistoric past.

In the past twenty years,

however, the study of the historic and recent past has
gained acceptance by most people engaged in archaeological
research.
One aspect of the historic past is the rise of
industrialization.

While the industrialization of the

United States had a dramatic impact on the lives and
lifestyles of the people and on their environment, the
study of industrial sites has received little attention
within the archaeological profession. Fortunately, this is
changing, and in recent years archaeological investigation
of industrial sites has increased.
One area of industrialization which had an important
effect on technological change was the development of
water power.

While there has been research relating to

water-powered mills, much of it has focused upon standing
structures or above-ground remains.

Renovation of

standing structures has been undertaken by local historic
societies or individual owners, but archaeological
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investigation of mill ruins has not usually been of prime
concern.
Interest in old mills has spawned a Society for the
Preservation of Old Mills ( S POOM), with an accompanying
journal, Old Mill News.

While this journal is an

excellent source of information on all things mill
related, a review of ten issues from 1981-1983 showed that
there were no articles dealing with the archaeology of
mill remains.
The Society for Industrial Archeology is a better
source for accounts of mill archaeology, with the entire
1979 volume of Industrial Archeology devoted to mill
related articles.

Unfortunately, the number of articles

has been limited by the fact that the Society has only
been in existence for about 12 years. In this group too,
however, much emphasis is given to standing structures of
all types of industrial complexes.
By incorporating the archaeological data with the
historical documentation, it is possible to gain a more
complete picture of the history of water-milling in a
region, or that of a particular mill.
Mills were built, rebuilt, expanded and moved around
at a given mill seat.

Dams as well, were repaired,

enlarged, relocated and abandoned; races and flumes were
built, maintained, silted in, or added to.

The pattern of
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change or stagnation, revealed in many instances only by
archaeological data, reflects the adaptation to
technological advances.
Theoretical Orientation
This thesis contains reports of the investigations
of four East Tennessee mills; Brainerd mill in Hamilton
County, and Kelso's, Trigonia and Shadden mills in the
Tellico Reservoir in Blount, Loudon and Monroe counties.
The research at these mills was sponsored by the Tennessee
Valley Authority {TVA), and the reports of the invest
igations have been filed with that agency (Lautzenheiser
1982, and Lautzenheiser and Bro wn ·1983).
The field work at these mills was undertaken by Dr.
Jeffrey Bro wn as Principal Investigator.

The author

served as field director at the Tellico mills, and
performed the analysis and report preparation for all the
mills after Dr. Bro wn's untimely death.

The invest

i gations at the mills were undertaken to test the
techni que of indirect methoris as proposed by Bro wn (1979).
Bro wn in his application of indirect methods to
industrial archaeology, states that the documentary record
is generally incomplete and contradictory, and may, as
well, be inconsistent with the archaeological records.
The anthropologically trained archaeologist will be aware
of the contradictions and inconsistencies in the data and
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realize that contradictions and inconsistencies are basic
attributes of human thought and behavior.

"Differences

between real events and ideal standards provide oppor
tunities to explain complex levels of human behavior.

"

( Brown 1978:13).
Indirect methods focus on the discovery and
explanation of inconsistencies between archaeological and
documentary data and seek to understand past behavior
indirectly through comparisons of these data.

This

method assumes that historical documents often reflect
ideal behavior or standards rather than real events ( Brown
1978).
In designing the excavation of the water mills, it
was necessary to know what the ideal standards for water
milling were at the time the mills were in operation.
Oliver Evans' Young Mill- Wright and Miller's Guide
(1836), originally published in the early nineteenth
century, was the first standard volume on water-milling
tec hnology.

The t hree volumes of Bennett and Elton's

History of Corn Milling (1898, 1899, 1900), Hug h's
Miller and Millwrig ht (1862), Leffel's Construction of
Mill Dams (1881), plus a history of industrial power by
Louis Hunter published in 1979, provided an excellent
background of information on the changes in milling
technology, especially in the nineteenth century, when the
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introduction of the turbine in 1842 revolutionized water
power technology.
Documentation relating how those standards were
utilized in each region was needed to compare the ideal
standards with local and regional usage.

The archaeo

logical data would provide the actual evidence of whether
or not the mills were conforming to state-of-the-art
technology or "folk-tech" adaptations.
For the Brainerd mill, a large amount of documentary
evidence was available for the early days of the mill in
the Mission period.

I t was not until the excavation was

underway that it became apparent that little if any of the
original Mission mill remained, and the archaeological
data were from the later Bird's mill at the same location.
At the Brainerd mills and at the Tellico mills, the
salvage nature of the projects and the accelerated time
table of the .impoundment of the Tellico Lake left little
time to fully explore the documentary record prior to the
excavation.
The paucity of data for the Bird's mill period had
led to the assumption that the archaeological remains were
those of the Mission mill.

Al though it was known that

Bird had operated the mill, the extent to which the
Mission mill had been replaced by a complete later mill
was revealed through archaeological investigations.
did not merely operate or expand an existing mill, he

Bird
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built an entirely new mill which destroyed most traces of
the previous mill.
At the mills, evidence was found of both ideal
standards and folk-tech operations.

At Brainerd mill, the

early days were frustrating, according to the historical
documents.

The original mill dam was of a type which

conformed to industry standards, but standards which
were designed for a different type of waterway.

In this

case folk-tech adaptations would have been more advan
tageous.

The later success of Brainerd mill was due in

part to changing technology--the development of the
turbine--and to the construction of a dam suitable to the
waterway.
The retrieval of an unusual turbine at Brainerd
raised more questions than it answered.

This turbine type

was not documented, and the knowledge of its existence is
due to archaeological research.
The mills at Tellico were salvaged in the week before
the impoundment of the Tellico Lake.

In deed, crews were

moving upstream in a dvance of the rising waters. Less
archaeological work was done at these mills, and their
value is much less in substantiating investigations of
"real versus ideal" standards.

These three mills were

located in the same area and two, Trigonia and Shaddon,
were located on the same watercourse.

All three mills,

however, contained different types of daras and turbines.
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They serve primarily to document the many different ways
mills can be adapted to similar environmental and cultural
conditions.
The availability of mills, and in the East Tennessee
region, of water-powered mills, indicated to some extent
the productivity of an area.

Donald Jeane (1974) disputed

the notion that mills, at least in northwest Georgia,
served as magnets for settlers or that mills formed the
basis for later towns.

While this may be true of larger

towns, mills did influence the feasibility of settling in
certain areas, or at least influenced the choice of crops
grown there.

Jeane ignores some �asic considerations in

his statement; mills were located where there was a power
source, and mills were geared to farming areas.

Grist

mills and saw mills needed to be located near the source
of supply, it being far easier to transport finished
goods.

The earlier mills were generally custom mills,

not large commercial establishments.

A mill would in fact

attract settlers, not to a town, but to a farming
community where they could be assured of having their
grains ground.
Jeane (1974)

also states that mills in northwest

Georgia were not normally antecedent to roads, with only
one instance of a significant mill preceding a major wagon
road.

In East Tennessee, however, it is evident that

mills did precede roads.

According to the Blount County
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Court records for 1793-1804, mills were frequently used as
points of reference for new roads, and even today many
county roads throughout East Tennessee are named for the
mills that stood along them.
Newell (1978) has pointed out that industrial
archaeologists have tended to focus on the successful
and unique sites, and those which are works of prominent
architects and engineers.

There has been little search

for and examination of the experimental and transitional
stages of development, or· even of the failures.
Brainerd is one site where both failure and success
at the same site and through time can be examined.
Without the documentary evidence, it is possible that the
Mission efforts would have been totally forgotten.

The

numerous artifacts and mill remains from the Bird period
and the sparse documentation point out the importance of
the archaeological aspects of the investigations.

The

investigation of the Brainerd site particularly stresses
t he importance of integrating bot h documentary an d
arc haeological data to obtain a more complete picture.
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C HA PT ER I I
EN V IRONMENTAL S ETT ING
Physical Setting
Brainerd mill in Hamilton County and the Tellico
mills in Blount, Loudon, and Monroe counties all lie
within the Ridge and Valley Physiographic Province.

The

Ridge and Valley region in Tennessee is known as the Great
Valley of Tennessee.

The ridge-valley topography trends

north-northeast, displaying many striking geomorphic
features, with a marked parallelism of ridges and valleys.
The valleys are mostly flat and alluvium-filled with
general elevations of about 600 feet, and the ridges are
much dissected and extend to about 900 feet in elevation
( Fenneman 1938). In the southern section, the ridges are
not so numerous and there is no division into an eastern
and western valley belt.

Longitudinal drainage is more

prevalent in the south (Thornbury 1965).
The Ridge and Valley topography displays a
conspicuous influence of alternating strong and weak
strata upon topographic forms.

A few major transverse

streams, with notable development of subsequent streams,
give to manr areas a trellis-like drainage pattern
(Thornbury 1965).

The major part of the drainage makes
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its fin al esc ape through the Tennessee V alley ( Fennem an
1938).
This disch arge of dr ain age through the valley m akes
the are a a prime loc ation for w ater powered mills.
The est ablish ment and success of w ater mills in the
region were dependent on the av ailability of a water
course with sufficient he ad to power the wheels.

The

Ridge and V alley region is well dr ained by numerous
stre ams and rivers which rise in the -higher elevations.
Mill se ats are the loc ation of a m arked descent in the
f all of w ater, and the topogr aphy of the region is
ch ar acterized by elev ation ch ange�.
Soils
Alluvi al soils are deposited in the river v alleys as
a result of floods.

These soils build up over a period of

ye ars, providing a fertile agricultur al b ase.

The l arger

flood pl ains are those th at extend along oost of the
Tennessee River and its principal tribut aries.

The soils

are deep and fertile and are renewed by frequent floods.
Crops such as corn c an be grown year after ye ar without
d a� aging the soil (C ase 1925).

Corn, the st aple crop of

grist mills, w as grown not only for hum an consunption,
but w as also "cr acked" for anim al feed.
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Climate
The growing season is approximately 207 days in
length, with the first killing frost around November 1
( Tenn Agricultural Extension Service 1975).

The average

temperature in July 1978, was 81. 2 degrees F. , and the
average January temperature was 30.3 degrees (N C C
1978).
Rain is well distributed throughout the year, with
short dry spells occuring mainly during late August,
September, and October.
and May ( Case 1925).

The heaviest rains are in March

The mean annual rainfall for the 101

years prior to 1976 was 52. 36 inches.

The maximum a mount

on record was 72.37 inches, recorded in 1929, and the
minimum amount was 32. 68 inches, recorded in 1904 ( T V A
1979).
The availability of a reliable supply of water in the
chosen water course was very important.

Although the

rain was generally well distributed throughout the year,
the dry spells occurred during August, Septeraber, and
October; the time of heaviest use for a grist mill.

The

lack of water in the race would prove to be a continual
problem at Brainerd mill.
The most significant flood season is during the
winter and early spring when the frequent migratory storms
bring rains of high intensity.

During this period,
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widespread flooding and local flash floods can occur.
Heavy thunderstorms in summer can produce local flash
�looding as w�ll ( Dickson 1960).
Flora
Forest type is a descriptive term used to group
stands of similiar character with regards to composition
and development due to ecological factors, by which they
may be differentiated from other groups of stands.

The

southern portion of the Ridge and Valley is in the
Southern Forest Region while the remainder of Tennessee is
in the Central or Hardwood region ( Society of American
Foresters 1954).
The Society of American Foresters (1954) and Little
(1970) list the common trees found in this region.
In the genus Quercus are found the southern red oak,
laurel oak, willow oak, chestnut oak and pin oak.

The

shortleaf, loblolly, jack, and Virginia pines represent
the genus Pinus.

Also noted are the black locust, black

ash, blue ash, yellow poplar, beech, sycamore, and pecan
among others.
The wide variety of trees available contributed to
the growth of sawmills.

Both hardwoods and softwoods were

available for use as building materials, and the existence
of sawmills made lumber readily accessible.
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Lithic Resources
The stone resources of the region were not a factor
in the establishment of mills, since grindstones could be
imported for use.

Limestone was, however, occasionally

used for buhrs, and the nearby mountains provided granites
for use as stones ( Finley 1933).
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C H A PT ER I I I
W AT ER POW ER D E V E LO PM ENT
History of Water Milling
Man's first knowledge of grinding grain was attrib
uted to Ceres in ancient myth and fable ( Bennett and Elton
1898). Handstones were the earliest "mills" and underwent
little change in form from prehistoric times to the Roman
age.

Mortars and pestles from the Abejas phase of Mexican

prehistory, c. 3, 000 B. C. , resemble the modern mano and
meta te (MacNeish 1962).
In ancient Greece, the preparers of grain were called
"pounders. "

This name was adopted by the Romans and

survived as "pistores" into the Middle Ages, long after
millers ceased to pound ( Bennett and Elton 1898). Pis tores
were introduced into Rome around 167 B. C. when, after the
defea t of Perseus, a group of captive Greek pounders were
brought to Rome.

Grinding then became a commercial craft

and a male occupation, rather than a domestic task
( Bennett and Elton 1898).
The quern, an Italian invention of about 2000 years
ago, was one of the earliest grinding machines.

It

consisted of two stones, with the upper stone revolving on
a pin in the lower stone.

The original querns had a

conical lower stone, with the upper stone convex in shape
to fit over it.

These gradually evolved to the shape of
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millstones as we know them today.

The top stone was

drilled through at the top to for m a hopper.

The quern

e mbodied a simple change from the thrusting or pounding
motion of handstones and saddlestones to a continuous
revolving motion which revolutionzed classic milling.
Some larger querns were operated by slaves or animals
( Bennett and Elton 1898).
Water mills--mola aguaria--were the earliest power
mills in the world.

One of the earliest references to a

watermill was in 85 B. C. in Thessolonica.

Water mills

were slowly coming into operation at the time of the
destruction of Pompeii; yet, due �o the abundance of
slaves, manual mills were not phased out for four more
centuries ( Bennett and Elton 1898).
The Greek water mills had a vertical shaft which was
bedded on a rock in a stream bed or channel.

The shaft

supported a horizontal wheel which lay on the water and
was turned by the current.

The shaft passed through the

lower mill stone and was fixed to the u p per stone.

The

wheel, the shaft, and the up per stone all revolved to
gether.

There was no gearing, and one revolution of the

wheel made one turn of the stone.

Th� Greek mills were

generally superseded by the Roman mill in the eighth
century B. C.

The Roman mill, possibly invented by the

engineer Vitruvius, had vertical water wheels and
cog-gearing ( Bennett and Elton 1899).
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The Norse mill was of the horizontal Greek type with
a vertical shaft (Figure 1).

These mills were in

operation until well into the Middle Ages, with some
isolated examples still in use in the late nineteenth
century.

They were usually housed in small huts which

were built directly across small streams (Bennett and
Elton 1 899).

The last develop ment of water milling, the

turbine, seems to be a direct descendant of the Norse
mill.
Mechanics of Water Milling
Beginning about the sixteenth century, the typical
mill consisted of a waterwheel beside or beneath the mill
building; a dam at so me point upstrea� to divert the flow
into the headrace, to increase the amount of fall and to
create a pond for storage of water; a canal called a mill
race or headrace, or a flume to carry the water from the
dam to the mill; a penstock or sluice, with controlling
gates to convey the water to the wheel; and a tailrace to
carry the discharged water from the wheel back into the
stream (Hunter 1979).
A mill-seat or water privilege was the point of
marked descent in the bed of a stream where the
concentration of fall simplified the harnessing of the
flow (Hunter 1979). While having a pronounced mill seat
was a favorable factor in locating a mill, occasionally
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Figure 1.

Norse Wheel with Recurved Blades (Bennett and
Elton 1899).
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the fall was not so pronounced, necessitating the
construction not only of a dam, but of a long race to
convey the water.
Sometimes as well, the topography of the area
dictated that the mill itself be at a distance from the
dam, again requiring a long race.

Races could be well

made with portions of their length stone or timber lined,
or could be merely earthen ditches which had to be
periodically redug.
The power developed by a water mill is determined by
both the amount of water available and the head, or fall.
The fall of water means the natur�l fall or drop in the
course of a streaw.

The head is the vertical distance

between the· surface of the water at the dam down to the
surface of the water where the wheel or turbine is located
(Leffel n.d.).

The available head and the amount of water

flowing in the stream measured at cubic feet per minute,
are the absolute factors in computing the power.

The

greater the head, the more power a given amount of water
will produce.
Water Wheels
The usual mental picture of a water mill is one of a
graceful vertical wheel turning beside the stream.
Although an overshot wheel is usually brought to mind,
there are actually three types of these vertical wheels;
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overshot, breast, and undershot, with the overshot wheels
being more common.
Vertical wheels.

Overshot wheels receive water

from a flume directly above them ( Figure 2). These wheels
are quite efficient, and in ordinary usage had a range of
efficiency of from 50 to 85 percent of the power of the
water.

With falls of from 15 to 35 feet, the overshot

wheel with a diameter close to the height of the fall,
operated at an advantage which made it the preferred
wheel. With falls of 8 feet or less, however, they lost
.efficiency (Hunter 1979).

These wheels must be set at

least 6 inches above the tail water to prevent the wheel
dragging in the back current.

For this reason, overshot

wheels were not well adapted where the water level varies
( Grimshaw 1882).

These wheels were generally used where

the volume of water was relatively low, but the fall or
head, was great (LaForest 1982).
Undershot wheels receive water beneath the wheel.
They are not driven by gravity as in the case of the
overshot wheel, but by the impulse action of water flowing
against the paddles or "floats" placed around the circumference of the wheel.

They can develop as much as 60

percent of the potential power of the water, but are
limited by the velocity of the stream (Grimshaw 1882).
The introduction of a channel which conducted the water
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Figure 2.

Installation of Oversho
t Water Wheel ( Grimshaw
188 2).
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directly to the undershot wheel was an improvement that
permitted greater utilization of the potential water power
(Mead 1915). These wheels were g enerally used where the
volume of water was great, but the fall was low ( Laforest
1982).
Breast wheels receive water midway between the top
and bottom of the wheel.
the overshot wheels.

They operate by gravity as do

Breast wheels require a large

portion of total fall to be used as head (Grimshaw 1882).
Breast wheels turned with the direction of the stream flow
giving

them an advantage to overshot wheels in times of

high water in the tailrace, as the breast wheel did not
have to work against the current.
These different types of wheels were used according
to the characteristics of the stream on which the mill was
located.

All of these exterior wheels were subject to

damage or impediment by ice forming on them (Grimshaw
1882).
Tub wheels.

The tub wheel was an early type of

horizontal wheel (Figure 3).

Tub wheels have horizontal

wheels with vertical shafts which, in grist mills, passed
through the lower stone and turned the upper stone (Hunter
1979).

Tub wheels were generally made of wood with floats

set into the vertical shaft.

A tub wheel is reminiscent

of the Norse mill except that, rather than being turned by
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Figure 3.

Tub Mill c. 1900 from Madison County N. C.
now in the Mercer Museum (Hunter 1979).
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the current, water was carried by an inclined trough and
directed so as to strike the floats or buckets tangent
ially at one side of the wheel (Hunter 1979).
Tub wheels were simple and inexpensive to construct.
They were adaptable to small mountain streams and were
practical for use by a single household.

No cog or gear

wheels were required, and dams were not always necessary;
a small canal could serve to divert water from the stream
into the wooden trough (Hunter 1979).
The smaller tub wheels developed no more than a
fractional horsepower, and the large ones might develop 2
or 3 horsepower.

The wheel operated with only about 10 to

15 percent efficiency, and was unsuitable for the demands
of commercial operation in grist milling (Hunter 1979).
Despite their waste of water, tub wheels were frequently
employed for continuous-process methods because of the
regularity of their motion (Hunter 1979).
The tub wheel was the inspiration for the reaction
turbine; both having horizontal wheels with vertical
shafts and being quick-running.

Hydraulically they were

different, with the strike-and-splash off action of the
tub wheel contrasted with the pressure-reaction character
of the turbine.

The reaction turbine operated submerged,

while the tub wheel could operate only above the tail
water (Hunter 1979).
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Turbines.

The last development of water-milling

was the introduction of the turbine ( Figure 4).

The

turbine seems to have been directly derived from the
action of the primitive Norse mill ( Bennett and Elton
1899).

The similiarity of the working of the voluted cone

wheel to the turbine is apparent, but the Norse wheel is
driven in one direction by the direct force of the water,
while the turbine is turned in a reverse direction by the
reaction of the current. Turbine wheels were refined and
developed by various French inventors early in the
nineteenth century (Mead 19 15), but the person usually
credited with the invention is Fourneyron, who developed a
turbine in 1823 ( Bennett and Elton 1899).
A reaction turbine is a horizontal wheel usually
operating on a vertical shaft and differs from the impulse
turbine in that the whole turbine is acted upon by the
water at the same time and continuously.

In a reaction

turbine the water is directed against all points of the
circumference at once, and the action of the water on any
one bucket is repeated simultaneously all around ( Grimshaw
1882). Reaction turbines consist of a.runner and shaft
which are the rotating parts, the gate or guide casting,
and a discharge cylinder or draft tube (Leffel n. d.).
Turbines were first introduced into the United States
in 1842, and gained rapidly in use in the next two decades
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Figure 4.

Turbine, both in and out of
Case (Hunter 1979).
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(Hunter 1979).

By 1880, the turbine was described as the

most popular water wheel in general use.

The tub wheel,

however, survived until recently in part s of southern
Appalachia and other le ss developed region s of the western
world {Hunter 1979).
Turbines could develop 80 percent or more of the
useful effect of the water, being able to utilize the full
head, while an overshot wheel must be set above the tail
water, thus reducing the available head.

An 1 1.5 inch

turbine could give more po wer than a 22 foot overshot
wheel.

In addition, in an overshot wheel, the water

begins emptying before it reaches_ the bottom, thus losing
another portion of the water's potential energy (Grimshaw
1882).
The turbine usually receives water from a penstock,
which is built up to the flume, and is frequently seated
in the base of the penstock {Figure 5).

The floor timbers

for these turbine pits should be placed in the direction
of the current, with their upper surface at the height of
the standing tail water.

The pit under the turbine should

not be les s than 2 feet below the floor timbers, and from
3 to 6 feet for larger turbine s.

The.pit should extend

several feet beyond the out side of the penstock and then
gradually slope upward to the general level of the bottom
of the tailrace.

If there is not enough room for
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Figure 5.

Installation of Turbine (Grimshaw 1882).
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discharge, it will react upon the turbine and impede its
movement (Grimsha w 188 2).
The modern mixed-flo w turbine was an American
development.

This design was the blending of the inward

flo w principle with the do wnward discharge of tub wheels.
The mixed-flo w turbine was the result of many years of
evolution of turbines.

These large capacity wheels were

exemplified by the 1876 "Hercules" built by John
McCormick. The buckets were deeper and protruded belo w the
band allo wing the outward discharge.

These turbines had

the advantage of being high-speed models with high rates
of efficiency (Safford and Hamilton 19 2 2).
The great advantages of turbines over the old style
water wheels were summarized by Mead ( 19 15:9- 1 1):
Turbines occupy a much smaller space.
On account of their comparatively high
speed they can frequently be used for
po wer purposes without gearing and with
a consequent saving in po wer.
They will work submerged.
In consequence of the ability to work
submerged, the turbine can efficiently utilize
considerable variations in head, to which
condition the old style water wheel is
not applicable.
Turbines may be utilized under almost any head
or fall of water. They have been used under
heads as lo w as sixteen inches and as high
as 670 feet.
Turbine water wheels are built of much
greater capacity than is practicable with
overshot wheels.
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By means of turbines, water powers of much
greater magnitude can now be developed than
would be possible with the older classes
of water wheels.
Turbines are more readily protected from
interference by ice.
Mill Da ms
Dams could be elaborate or flimsy depending on the
terrain and the needs of the mill.

In cases where the

supply of water was large and a high fall was not needed,
a temporary dam composed of large ston�s was sometimes
thrown across the stream in a diagonal direction ( Leffel
1881). Such a dam was cheap and quick to build, but had to
be frequently replaced, especially after heavy rains.
In building a permanent dam, the most important
consideration was the foundation.

A good foundation would

be constructed to protect the dam against breaks and from
the burrowing of animals such as muskrats (Hughes 1862).
Dams could be built of stone or logs depending on the
river bottom and the availability of each material.

Stone

da ms have the advantage of not rotting, and if properly
constructed are relatively permanent.
abundan�log dams were most economical.

If timber was
They were also

better adapted to a soft bottoffi ( Leffel 1831).
A log dam is made by laying a log foundation with
log cribs at each bank to anchor the dam.

The dam could

then either be a full crib dam or be built up with a
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series of lo g la yers.

The u pstream side of lo g d ams

should be covered with u pri ght pla nkin g exte ndin g from the
to p lo g dow n to the a pr on and pin ned or s piked to the lo gs
{Fi gure 6 ). Filli n g the u pstream side with rubble protects
the pili n gs from bei n g washed out b y the whirl pools formed
around them (Leffel 188 1 ).
Grist Mills
Grist milli n g was probably the si n gle most im porta nt
use of water po wer, es peciall y in the earl y da ys of this
countr y.

I n Blount Count y , Te nnessee, for exam ple,

lice nses obtai ned durin g the period 179 3- 1804 to o perate
mills were overwhelmi n gl y gra nted for grist mills.
Permissio n to co nstruct mills was gra nted for 12 grist
mills, 10 (u ns pecified ) mills, three grist and saw mills,
a nd o ne sawmill { Blount Co. Court Mi nutes ).
The initial use of the water wheel was to tur n the
mill sto nes.

Ori gi nall y o ne wheel o perated o ne run of

sto nes, but with the additio n of gears and belts, addi
tio nal ru ns of sto nes could be powered b y o ne wheel.

With

even more gears, other equi pme nt could be run off the
wheel as well.
I n the earl y 1800s , Oliver Evans inv e nted the
elevator, conve yor, drill, desce nder a nd ho p per-bo y
( Bennett a nd Elto n 1899 ).

These mea ns of co nve yi n g the

grain a nd meal throu ghout the various processes elimi nated
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t he need for manually transportin g t he m throughout the
mill.

All of these devices could be run off the wheel

with appropriate gearing.

Bolters as well no longer ha d

to be hand -turned, but could be driven by the wheel.
Bolters were sieves used to produce t he various grades of
flour and to eliminate sand, grit, and other i mpurities
( Bennett and Elton 1898).
Evans, however, was not re ally interested in t he
s maller mill operations.

The co mmunity custo m-toll

operation provided no m ar ket for his nillin g e quip ment,
and his techni ques were therefore not generally a ccepte d
until considera bly later ( Hunter 1 979).
Mill Stones
Mill stones (buhrs) are considere d the heart of grist
mills, and as befits suc h an i mportant ite �, ·are t he
subject of muc h literat ur e an d of fol klore as well.

For

many ye ars, the " French buhr " was considered not only the
best rii ll stone, but the

.2.!!.!.Y.

mill stone.

Frenc h bu hrs

were h ard silicious material, and the ones with lar ge ev en
pores w ere the prime choice.

Ori ginally they did not

contain furro ws, relying on the texture of t he stone to do
t he grin ding ( Hunter 1979).
Originally French buhrs were cut from a sin gle bl oc k,
but as the source of sup pl y be gan to be depleted, s tones
were fitted to get her i n sections and held to get her wit h
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iron bands.

These blocks were brought to America as

b allast in sailin g ships ( La Forest 19 81).

A merican

import firms such as Morris and Trimble of Baltimore would
fit the blocks together, finishing them with cast-iron
eyes.

T he stones fro m Morris and Trimble were destined

for mar kets in Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennessee
( Hughes 1 8 6 2). This pr 3ctice of piecing the imported
stones t ogether led to the erroneous beli ef t hat any
banded stone was a Frenc h buhr ( Ketner 1 9 81).
Actu ally, the size and wei g ht of millstones made the
cost of importation impractical f or the av era ge miller.
Hunter (1979) reports that good F renc h buhrs were sellin g
in 1 8 5 0 for 4 8 pou �ds in En gl an d.
t herefore not uncommon.

L ocal stones were

The Knoxville G azette of May

11, 1 81 2, tells of several quarries of " Burr " millstones
having been discovered in Grain ger and Hawkins counties
(Tennessee).

A millstone qu arry was re portedl y locate d on

Walden' s Rid ge, Sequatchie County, Tennessee ( Arlie
Hoodenpyle1 personal c o m munication), and Grindstone
Mountain in western Hamilton County evidently received its
name fro m being a source of millstones.
Goo d Llill stones were selected for their even grit ,
even texture, and color and by their close rese m blance to
one solid piece o f stone with the joints bein g nearly
indi stin guisha bl e ( Grimsha w 1 8 82).

The practi ce of

furrowin g sto �es possi bly be g an in En gland aroun d 1 80 0.
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The English stones h ad sm aller pores and were chiseled
with a patte rn of furro ws which enh anced their grinding
ability (Hughes 18 6 2).
Even when native stones began being used, the feelin g
th at "French stones " were better persisted .

If a stone

w as imported, it w as thought to be better th an n ative
stones, no m atter wh at its true qu ality.

Actu ally, even

French buhrs c ame in m any gr ades from excellent to
unu sable.

The fine white stones were the best, with blue

stones good for corn milling.

Although blue stones were

harder to dress, (chisel in a p attern of furro ws), they
held the dress better when proper iy h andled.

The

"trickster " stone was the Fo x - burr, a yellowish sto ne,
which although still a French stone , w as ne arly worthless
(Hughes 18 6 2).
S awmills
The early settlers recogniz ed the value of sa wmills an d
we lc o med the m .

Un li ke En g l and, w here the l arge l abor

force and sc arcity of timber had combined to force
o p position to sawmills, the pioneers in the Ne w Wor ld were
eager to est ablish sa wmills (Hunter 1 �79) .

Log cabins

were the norm for shelter until sa wmills could be built.
Food and shelter were the firs t thin gs to be provided for
in the ne w country, and in e arly records o f frontier
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se t tlemen t, gris t and saw mills were of ten paired .

La ter,

however, sawmills began to ou tnumber gris t mills .
The loca tion of gris tmills was de termined only by the
loca tion of a mill sea t, and, if necessary, grain could be
carried on foo t or horseback to the mill.
o ther hand,

Saw mills, on the

required a loca tion which would facili ta te

the delivery and transpor t of logs and lumber.

As la te as

18 80, sawmills were the mos t numerous and widespread of
all indus trial es tablishm en ts ( 3un ter 1979).
The old me thod of building sawmills was to a t tach the
wa ter wheel and saw to the sa me shaf t ( Hug hes 1862) .

This

caused a s tiffness which reduced the ac tual power when
used in connec tion wi th a crank.

Gearing was la ter used

to convey the ro tary mo tion of the wheel to the required
mo tion of the saw mill .

Tub w heels were frequen tly used in

saw mills in the up-and-down mill .

Here i t served as a

convenien t means of powerin g the log -carriage re turn a t
the end of the cu t .

This carria ge re turn was known as the

go-back ( Evans 1 83 6) .
Blacksmi thies
The rural blas t furnace and for ge s, villa ge foundries,
til t ham mers or large blacksmi thies were al mos t invariably
driven by wa ter wheels ( Hun ter 1979).

Having a s mi thy as

par t of the gris t or saw millin g opera tion was a se nsible
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proce dure.

While the sm aller mill iro n s c oul d be m a de at

the common bl acksmithies, larger pa rt s such as sa wmill
cr anks and the heavier wheel gudg eons an d millstone
spin dles coul d be forge d effectivel y onl y at the larger
smithies e quippe d with w ater-po were d trip-h ammers ( Hunter
1979).
In sm all rur al est ablishments, b ello ws or blo wing tubs
and forge h ammers were oper ate d directl y from the w ater
wheel shaft b y me ans of cam tappets or b y cr anks.
Gener all y a n independent po wer source w as used for e ach
major piec e of iron-working e quipment.

For e xample, the

Springfiel d Armor y in Virgini a, the Or dn ance Dep artment's
princip al source of sm all arms, w as run b y multiple w ater
wheels.

In 1824, three of the five workshops e mplo ye d 27

w ater wheels to dri ! e the trip-hammers an d other
oper ations.

These wheels, mostl y undershot or tub wheels,

develope d sever al horse po wer to suppl y the bl ast an d
drive the f orge h ammer ( Hunter 1979).
Mill Regulations
Prob abl y as soon as the first can al was built to divert
w ater to a mill, l a ws concernin g w ater rights an d
locations of mills an d d ams were institute d.

As earl y a s

A. D. 398 there were laws ag ainst divert ing the w ater
source for a mill; but b y A. D. 485, there were evi dentl y
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so many mills pulling water out of the streams that it
became illegal to divert freshwater supplies to private
mills ( Bennett and Elton 1899).
In Rome, the College of Pistors was the trade guild
associated with milling.

The pistors were millers for

life and were not allowed to leave the profession ( Bennett
and Elton 1 899).

Not only did this rule apply to the
i

miller, but to his son s and to his daughters' hu sba rds as
well. This ruling ens ured that there would be enough
millers to supply the needs of Rome.
In A. D. 536, the water to the mills of Rome was
intercepted by the Goths, reducin g the city to near
starvat ion.

The Commander Belisavius devised a mill to

float on the Tiber River, using a wheel between two boats
with the stones in one boat ( Bennett and Elton 1899).
These boat mills were so successful that simili ar mills
were in widespread use until the beginning of the
nineteenth century.

Boat mills were common in this

country in the e arly days of settlement ( Straight 1980).
The stringent laws for the protection of mills in
Europ e were attributed to Clovis (c. A. D. 481) and were
well entrenched in the time of Charlemagne, who confirmed
and consolidated them in A. D. 798.

The Ancient Laws an d

Institutes of Wales were codified in the ninth and tenth
centuries.

They show a mill to be a v aluable possession
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wh i t:h established for their owners the millin g "soke"
( Bennett and Elton 1 899).
The soke was a Saxon term meanin g privile ge or
liberty ( Bennett and Elton 1900).

The feudal laws of the

millin g soke gave the lords the sole ri ght of buildin g and
workin g mills upon their own estates ( Bennett and Elton
1 89 8). Tenants were compelled to attend the mills of the
lord, and the use of domestic querns was prohibited,
forcin g the tenants to use the mill for all their
grindin g.
In the Doomsday Survey, A. D. 10 8 0-10 86, there were
several thousand Saxon mills recorded ( Bennett and Elton
1 899), and the mills existin g at that time were forever
free from tithes.

The " Anomalous Laws of Wales", ascribed

to the tenth century, contained the dictum that a manorial
lord owned the toll of his mills ( Bennett and Elton 1 89 8)
Tolls were ori ginally "handfulls" and were not
uniform until the thirteenth century ( Bennett and Elton
1900). The standardized toll was generally 1 / 16 to 1 /20 of
the whole. Wei ghin g of the grain to be ground was made
compulsory in London in A. D. 12 81.
Hos tility to the excl �sive milli h g privile ges of
manorial lords reached its hei ght in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries in En gland.

In one area

discontented bur gesses set up a horse mill in defiance of
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the lord's mills (Bennett and Elton 1 89 8).

This

discontent led to the final abolition of the s a ke la ws.
The medieval laws concerning milling and mill rights
were remar kably similiar · to the laws establish e d in the
Ne w World.

In Te nnessee the locatio n of mills and mill

dams was of early concern to the youn g state.

Individual

owners were re gulated in regard to wher e they could build
a mill ( Republican and Gazette Office 1 832).

The basic

concern of the l a wma kers was that dam and mill ponds not
interfere with navigation or that the i mpounded waters did
not overflo w another person's property.
It should be noted that these regulat ions concerned
commercial or public mills.

The s mall family mills

operated by tub wheels po wered by small mountai n streams
were proba bly not licensed and therefore will not be in
the court records.
If a pros pectiv e mill o wner did not own both sides of
the w ater course, or have permission to flood the lands
above the pro posed mill, he coul d petition for
condemnation of the property, payin g a just settl e ment.
He must t hen build and have the mill in o peratio n within
three y ears, or the l an d would revert · to the original
o wner (Mei gs and Cooper 1 85 8).
All navi gable waters in the state were consi d ere d
public hi gh ways, and any person obstructin g the n avi g ation
of main channels by buildin g mills or erectin g da ms unless
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authorized by law, was liable to a penalty (Meigs and
Cooper 1 8 58).

The Tennessee State Constitution defined

the method in which ·mills could be built, and the
individual counties were given control over the review of
applications of prospective mill owners (Nye 1 836).
Every person erecting a mill dam was re quired to
maintain a gate or slope in the da m to allow passage of
water craft.

In the case of the Ocoee River, for

instance, the gate was to be 4 0 feet wide ( Harris 1 84 0).
On the Duck River the dam could not be higher than 7 feet .
If a da m was higher than 7 feet, a 40 foot wide slope
must be provided. Mill owners on the Duck were required to
pay for any damages done to water craft if their da ms were
higher than 7 feet, except for that portion of the river
between Columbi a and Williamsport, where dams could not
exceed 3 feet ( Cannon 1 842).
Public mills were defined as any grist mill which had
ever ground oeal for a toll.

Each miller was required to

bolt the flour groun d at his mill ( Meigs an d Cooper 1 8 5 8),
and millers were required to grind grain in the order in
which it was received .

Toll was established at 1 /7 for a

steam mill and 1 / 8 for a water mill.
the to ll was 1 /14.

For choppin g grain

The mil lers were required to keep

se aled measures of one half bushel and one peck, and
proper toll dishes for each meas ure ( Mei gs and Cooper
1 8 58).
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These re gulati ons c han ged very little over t he
years and were virtually t he sa me in 1 884 as t hey had been
in 1832 ( Milliken and V entress 1884) .
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C H A PT E R I V
T H E T E L L I CO M I L L S
Introduction
In November of 1979, The Institute of Archaeology at
The University of Tennessee at Chatt anooga was contracted
by T V A to conduct salvage recording of several mills in
the Tellico Reservoir ( Figure 7).

Archaeological

investigations of the prehistoric and some historic
components had been on-going for a number of years, but it
was only in the final days of the project that the mill
sites in the reservoir area were studied as part of the
industrial heritage of the region.
Crews under the direction of Dr. Jeffrey Brown, as
Principal Investigator, with the author as field director,
recorded the standing re mains of the mill house and dam at
Kelso's mill in Morganton and the Trigonia mill on Nine
Mile Cree k .

In a ddition, archaeolo gic al cre ws excavated

and recorded in place three turbines at the Trigonia mill.
These three turbines, and another from the Shaddon mill
on Nine Mile Cree k, were recovered by T V A crews and are in
storage in Norris, Tennessee.
The early impound ment of the waters of the Little
Tennessee River behind the Tellico Dam forced cre ws to
abandon the field after only limited recording.
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Location of Nill Sites Investigated in the
Tellico Reservoir.
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Early Water Milling in Blount County
The first mill erected in Tennessee was built before
1775 on Buffalo Creek in Carter · County by Baptist Mc Nabb.
At about the sa me ti ge, Matthew Talbot erected a mill on
Gap Creek ( Goodspeed 18 87b).
Settlement of Blount County did not begin until 17 85
( Goo dspeed 1 887b), and the erection of small tub mills
began at the same ti me; the first mill supposedly was
built near McTeer's Fort.

The first seatin g of the Blount

County Quarterly Court was in the fall of 1793, an d one of
the first orders of business was the granting of mill
privileges.

The first license to operate a public mill

was granted to John Craig in Septe mber 1793, with licenses
to John Wallace and Sa muel Thompson also being granted
durin g that seatin g of the quarterly court (Blo unt County
Court Minutes 1773-18 04).
There were evidently several mills established before
t hat date , as reference is made in t he County Court
Minutes to mills which existed before the cou nty was
organized. These mentions were all in connection with a
jury of view bein g sent to deter mine t he best route for
county roads. The mills na med were the Bartlett mill,
Alexander Kelly mill, A mbrose Leg g's saw mill, Sloan's
mill, Bob's mill an d Coll Kelly's mill.
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In December 1793, licenses were granted for three
mills, including Matthew Wallas's mill on Baker's Creek.
In 1795, two mills were licensed, and in 1796, two more,
including Samuel Henry's mill on Baker Creek.

David

Edmondson's mill on Baker Creek was one of three licenses
granted for 1797, and . Richard Hudson's Baker's Creek mill
was the only recipient for 1798 ( Blount County Court
Minutes 1773-1804).
In 1799, Hugh Kelso received a privilege for a public
mill on Baker's Creek.

The mill that Josiah Danforth was

licensed to build in 1797 was in Maryville at the foot of
Cusick Street and, when sold in 1802, was a powder, grist,
and saw mill ( Burns 1957).

Andrew Kennedy's 179 6 mill was

located on t he Little River.

He discovered a natural

tunnel through the rocks that he used as a mill race.
Kennedy not only had a grist mill and saw mill but also
made powder at the mill, whic h he sent to Jackson in New
Orleans in 18 14 ( Burn s 1957).
Da niel Best received permission to build a mill on
Nine Mile Creek in 1809.

The mill remained in the Best

family until 18 6 9, when the tract was sold to Robert M .
Anderson and Ste phen Wells.

Wells bou ght out Anderson in

1876, and the mill w �s operated by

Wells until 1954 when

t he Wellsville mill was dis mantled ( Burns 1 957).
Samuel Henry installed French buhrs in a new brick
building on Baker Cree k in 1 8 15.

The mill bec ame known as
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the Brick mill and was later operated by J.M. Rorex, John
R. Henry, and George Montgomery.
the late 19 40s .

The mill operated until

The Henrys also operated a s mall mill on

the main strea m of Baker' s Creek (Burns 1 957).
Josiah Johnson b uilt a mill on Cloyd's Creek in 18 17,
and John Stephens received a permit to b uild a mill on
Little River (now Rockford).

Stephens was to leave a

passage for boats, b ut later liti gation indicates that he
did not (Burns 1957).
B urns ( 1957) also lists the Friendsville mill of John
Hackney beg un in 18 19.

James Kirby and .William McNabb

were a uthorized to b uild a mill dam on the Little River in
18 2 8. Their mill was located a little below Rockford and
was later called Donaldson's mill and then Mc Nabb's mill.
In 18 42, Isaac White b uilt a small mill on Crooked
Creek on what came to be known as White's Mill Road.

At

abo ut the same time, Michael Best b uilt a mill on Nine
Mile Creek on what is now called Best Mill Road.

His mill

was later operate d by Elijah Brown, James M ur phy, an d
Ze phamial Cotant ( B urns 1957).
Kelso ' s Mill
Location.

The mill at Morganton was

known to

residents as the Morganton or Heiskells ' mill.

At the

time of the archaeological investigations, the mill was
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being refe r red to as K elso's mill by T V A, and that na me is
continued in this re po rt.
The mill w as located to the southe ast of the b ri d ge
about 2900 feet above the mouth of Bake r's C reek at the
Little Tennessee Rive r ( Figu re 7 p. 43).

This b rid ge was

on the road fo r me rly known as the Mo rganton Fe r ry
G reenback Road.
Histo ry.

The Blount County Cou rt ruled in 1799

that Hugh Kelso "had leave to buil d a mill on Bake r' s
C ree k at o r nea r the mouth the re of, he being the owne r of
the land on each side of said c reek."
It a p pea rs that even thou gh he owned th e land on each
si de of the c reek, the wate rs of the dam would evidently
ove rflow a po rtion of the land of R euben Cha rles ( Blount
County Cou rt Minutes 1773-1 8 04) .

In res ponse to Kelso's

petitio n to establish a public mill, a ju ry of view was
o rde red, in June of 17 99, to view an d value one ac re of
lan d of K els o ' s and one ac re of land o f Cha rles'.

The

ju ry was co m pose d of Sa muel Ha mb ry, Sa muel Hensey, Ja mes
Montgo me ry, and Ca pt. Davi d Caldwell.
At the next seating of the cou rt in Nov e mbe r 179 9,
the ju ry re po rted that they had valued one ac re of
Cha rles's land at 75 cents and one ac re of Kelso's land at
5 0 cents. Kelso a g reed to pay 75 cents fo r t he value of
the land ove rflowed by the da m ( Blount County C ou rt
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Minutes 1773- 1 8 04), but Kelso and Charles continued in
litigation for another year before the final mill license
was granted.
Hugh Kelso was a Revolutionary War soldier who moved
to Greene County in 1793, receiving a grant of 640 acres
of land ( Alexander 1 979).

Greene County was then a

portion of the Territory South of the River Ohio.
Prior to 1799, when he petitioned to build his mill
on Ba ker's Cree k, Kelso moved to Blount County in the new
state of Tennessee.

Kelso appears on the Blount County

tax rolls in 1 801 ( Sistler and Sistler 1 977).
In May 1 80 0, he purchased 640 acres at the mouth of
Baker's Cree k at the Tennessee River (as the Little
Tennessee was then called).

The sellers were Alexander

Kelly and Archibald Lucky ( 31ount Co. Court Minutes 17731 804).

Alexander Kelly had operated a mill prior to the

establishment of Blount County records, but it is not
kno wn if this mill was located on Ba ker's Creek on this
tract.
T he town of Mor ganton was e stablished by le gislative
act o n October 2 5, 1 813, to be laid out at the mouth of
Ba ker's Creek on the land owned by Hugh and Charles Kelso
( Goodspeed 1 8 87b).

On Septe mber 14, 1814, Hugh and his

son, Charles Kelso, proprietors of the lands where the
town of Mor ganton was laid out, sold the 31 acres which
contai ned the town to the com missioners for $1 0, 00 0
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( Blount Co. Court Minutes 1 7 73- 1804). Kelso h ad p aid $ 60 0
for the full 640 acres i n 180 0.
Morg anton had been est ablished a s a po st to w n.

In

1834, the town cont ained 18 dwelling houses, one h atter ' s
shop, one c abinet shop, o ne smith ' s shop , one silversmith,
one gunsmith, one merch ant gristmill , s awmill, hemp
f actory for m aking rope and b agging, o n e phy si cian and 70
inh abit ants (Morris 1834).
Hugh and Charles Kelso moved from Morg anto n to Monroe
County by 182 1 (Alex ander 19 79).

Ch arles contin ued th e

f amily ' s milling tr adition near Lenior City where he
oper ated a mill.

He al so oper ate d Eve mill in Loudon

County for a time.
Ac cording to infor mation on pho tog ra p h s of the mill
in the Mc Clung Collection in Lawson-Mc Ghee Libr ary in
Knoxville, Kelso sold the mill to persons named Cobb and
P ain.

In Blount County Deed Book 2 (p. 208), ther e is an

entry for 5 7 6 acres o f land on the Tennne ssee River and
Baker ' s Creek sol d by Hu gh Kelso to Archib ald Cobb and
Thom as P ain. The pric e w as $2, 000, and the d ate was . Ma y

2 6, 18 18.

In M arch, 18 19, Hugh and Ch arles Kelso sold an

addition al 1 60 acres to Thom as P ain f or $ 1, 500.

Cobb

bec ame the sole owner of the mill and the site p assed from
him to an Abern athy and then to the Heiskells around 1 855.
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Archaeological Investigations at Kelso's Mill.
Baker's Creek at the mill site had an elevation of 7 65
feet , and the mill site ha d a maximum ele vation of 7 8 1
feet. The dam for the mill was located c. 1, 7 00 feet
upstream from the mill.

The race cut off the bend of the

creek below the dam but, in g eneral , followed the contour s
of the creek.

The race was 11 feet deep in places, and as

much as 26 feet wide.

While ex cavations were not

undertak en in the race, sections of what appeared to be
timber lining were visible in po rtions of the race.
The mill was originally an o v ersh ot wheel and was
later converted to a turbine wheel.

The head at the top

of th e flume, measured in 1942, was 17 feet.

The distance

from the base of the sluice gate to the surface of the
water in 1 9 7 9 was 13.6 1 feet.
The concrete dam recorded was apparent l y upstream
from a previous dam.

This newer dam directed water down a

new race that connected wit h what was probably the
original race. The near 90 degree angle at which the new
race connecte d to the old would probably have caused
_considerable drag at the j unction.

A concrete wall

permanently cut off the old race at t6e j unction (Figure
8).
Artifact recovery by UTC was limited to th ose
recovere·d in the tailrace.

Metal ar tifacts were located

with the use of a ma gnet. Broken gear pieces, nails, and a
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broken pitchfork co mprised the ma jority of the recovere d
artifacts ( Appendix I, p. 154).

The artifacts, while few

in nu mber, ·are very si miliar to t hose recovered from the
tailrace at the site of Brainerd mill in Ha milton County,
Tennes see.
Trigonia Mill
Location.

Trigonia mill was located on Nine Mile

Creek at the junction of Blount, Monroe, an d Loudo n
counties.

The mill had originally been in Blount County,

but the cre ation of later counties split the property.
Loudon County was created by an act of the Tennessee
Legislat ure in 18 70.

The first na me of the new count y was

Christiana and was c ha �ged to Loudon a few weeks later.
The county was created out of portions of Ro ane, Monroe,
and Blount counties (Tenn. Hist. Records Surve y 1 94 1).

At

the time of the archaeolo gical investigations, the @ill
da m was in Monroe, the pond in Blount, an d the ma jority of
the mill structures were in Lou don County.
History.

The Trigonia mill was supp osedly built by

George, Ike an d Jim Swaney about 1850 ( Burns 19 57),
although it could not have been known by that na me at the
time. Tin dell ( 19 73) indicates that the Tri gonia Com munity
w as not named until 1 B 88, reflecting its location at the
junctio n of three counties.

Tin dell ( 1 973) and Mont go wery
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( 1981) both i ndicate that Isaiah Leo nard was the first
operator of the mill with the Swaney Brothers taking over
later.
B. F. Baskor i nstalled some of the equip me nt i n the
mill after the Civil War .

He had lear ned the trafte of

mill wrighting from his father i n Washi ngto n County.

His

desce nda nts still live i n the Gree nback area (Mo nt go mery
198 1).
Joh n Cook operated the mill fro m 19 15 to 19 30 (Bur ns
1957).

Cook

purcha sed a portion o f the S wa ney property

in 1905 (Loudo n Co. ), but it has not bee n determi ned if
this was the mill plot .

The mill . was o w ned by a Mr. Bro w n

from 1930- 195 1, and the n by Pearlie White until it bur ned
in 1954 (Bur ns 1957).
The Hartsell Lo ngs, who operated the mill for Joh n
Cook, claim that their little house near the mill was
situated so that the sitti ng room was in one cou nty, the
kitche n i n a nother, a nd the bedroom was i n a third
(Montgomery 198 1).
Archa eological I nvestigatio ns at Trigo ni a Mill.
Archaeolo gical i nves tigatio ns at Trigo nia M ill were
undertake n for t wo days i n early December, 1979.

At the

time of the recordi ng, the mill dam was i ntact, as were
portio ns of the sto ne walls of the mill .

The

i nvestigat io ns co nsisted of recordi ng the structural
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eleme nts of the mill comple x a n d recor di ng the turbi nes i n
place (Figure 9). E xcavatio ns were limite d to uncoveri ng
the turbines to recor d them.

I n the 25 years since the

mill ha d bur ne d, the turbi nes ha d been completely silte d
over a n d o nly the shafts were visible.
No attempts were ma de to recover artifacts other tha n
the turbi nes.

The impou n dme nt of Tellico La ke bega n

duri ng these investigatio ns, an d risi ng water levels
prohibite d the e xploratio n of the tailrace.
The dam at Trigo nia was co ncrete with an ope ni ng for
the flume.

The flume ope nin g w as 6. 4 fee t high a n d 5. 25

feet wi de.

The dista nce from the . top of the dam to the

fo rebay floor i n the pe nstock was 13. 6 feet, givi ng a hea d
o f a t least 13 feet.

The flume was 75 feet lo ng from the

dam to t h e mai n turbi nes.
A small turbi ne was locate d outsi de the mill
structur e 3 0 feet from the dam.

This turbine was i n its

o wn small pe nstoc k, but no other structural eleme nts were
i n associatio n with it ( Fi gu re 10).
Trigo nia Turbi nes.

There were three turbi nes

recovere d from Trigo nia (Figure 1 1) •
2. 2 feet in diameter with si x gates.

. The small turbine is
This turbi ne is

probably a wicket gate a n d is sirailiar to a Well man- Seaver
mo del.

This turbi ne ope rate d at high spee d an d pro b ably

was use d to ge nerate electricity fo r t h e mill (La Forest
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Figure 1 1 . Tri goni a Turbines, Vie w of B ases. Upper
Turbine is One o f the 32 Inch Leffel S ampsons.
Lower Turbine is 2 6 inch Wicket G ate Model.
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198 2).

This turbine was in line wi th the main flu me, and

probably opera ted from a diversion of i t.
The two main turbines are Leffel Sampson turbines.
These turbines have 12 runn er vanes or bucke ts.

The base

of the draf t tube is 2 fee t 9. 5 inches in dia me ter and the
main diame ter is 32 inches ( Figure 12).
The Leffel Sampson has, according to the manu
fac turer, a lignum vi tae bo t to m s tep bearin g. According to
Ke tner ( 1 98 1) , lignum vi tae bearin gs were usually replaced
wi th osa ge orange when they wore ou t, as lignu m vi tae is
an impor ted wood ( Figure 13).

Limi ted tes ts by T V A on the

bearing for the Trigonia turbines indica ted tha t the wood
was li gnum vi tae. This would indica te tha t the bearin gs
were original.
Shadden Mill.

The mill a t Shadden was originally

operated by Silas Pearson as a sawmill and gris t mill.
ground only corn (Mon tgomery 19 8 1).

It

I t was l a t er opera ted

by Frank Sha dden and in more recen t years was known as the
Skeen mill.
Miss Es ther Mon tgomery lived jus t down the roa d f ro @
S h adden mill and s hares this re miniscence:
Corn bread was a re gular par t of our food
suppl y. In my home, we nearly alwa ys had
biscui ts for brea kfas t follo w ed by cor n
bread f or dinner an d su pper.
When the supply of corn meal was ge t
ting low, Daddy wo uld brin g corn to t he hou se,
and we would enjoy an evening si t ting before
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THE J AMES

L E F F E L & C O.

Improved Vertical Samson Turbines
These turbines are built strong and substantial, and equipped with our ex
clusive design double steel buckt-t rmml'rs fittl'd on sll'l"I shafts. Large top and
bottom lignumvitae step bearings for carrying the rernlving parts of these
turbines, including the weight of extra upright shafting and gl'aring. Also,
balanced swing-type gatl's with separnte .1djustablt.• sl«.1t"I conm•ctions. Each
gate removable indt·1x•ndl'ntly. All bt.•arings of largl" dimensions .md spt-cial
m.1terial. Bolted couplings.
11-------------TOP HALF
TURBINE
4
1(------S.-. A F T COUPLING

ARR::>W. RIGHT HANO_.

ROD
BOLT
FEET
PLATE

BOTTOM PLATE

BOLT

The above illustration shows the design and construction of our lmprO\..ed
Vertical SAMSON Turbines and gi\·es the names of each of the various parts.
The arrow on Turbine Shaft shows Right Hand Rotation.
We bore and keyseat the top halves of Couplings to suit your requirements.
For dimensions of SAMSON Turbines in Open Flume Setting, see Page 3.
For dimensions of Steel Flumes for SAMSON Turbines. see Page -4.

Fi g ure 13.

Leffel Turbine Showing Lignum Vitae Bearing s.
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the open fire shelling the ears of drie d corn
and pouring it into the "meal sack". A grist
of cor n filled this sack about 2 /3 full so it
co uld be carried comforta bly on the ho rse,
behind the saddle. It was a special sack of
closely woven cotton material that would not
allo w the finely ground meal to sift through.
The mille r who ground the corn would keep a
portion of the meal to pay him for his work.
The meal always had to be sifted to remove the
coarse bran before it was used in making bread.
Our corn was al ways leavened with soda and
mixed with buttermilk. To this day I believe
corn b read is better baked in an iro n skillet.
Investi gations at Shadden Mill were limited to
re covery of the turbine.

The masonry dam at the site was

in reasonably good condition, and the mill foundations
were probably in fair condition.

Because the mill site

would not be inundated, no archae ological work was
undertaken.
The turbine at Shadden was very large, 5 4 inches in
diameter (Figure 14).

The wheel was made by Fitz -Burnham

Water Wheel Company in Hanover, Pennsylvania (LaForest

1982) .
Summary
The impressive size of the mill race at Kelso's mill
attests to the effort a miller might have to e xpend to
develop a mill seat.

The long race would have been

necessary to provide sufficient head for the op e rat ion of
an overshot wheel.

When the m ill was converted to a

turbine wheel at some later date, the race appears to have
continued in use.

c,

N

Fi gure 1 4.

F itz-Burnham Turbine fr om Shadden Mill , Mai n Drive Shaft
Still Atta ched.
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Th e mill at Trigonia, which was probably no t b uilt
until th e 1 8 5 0 s, may hav e o p erated as a tur bin e mill from
th e b eginning.

Th e mill postdat ed th e d ev elo pm ent of th e

turbine and was clos e to its dam with n o rac e involved.
Mills with long rac es were fr equ ently o p erated by ext erior
whe els, and thos e with original or r e plac em ent dams at th e
site of th e mill were g en erally o p erated by turbin es
(LaFore st 1 98 2).
Ne well ( 1 978) has stat ed that examination of
industrial sit es can off er insights into th e l ev els of
t ech nological so phistication an tl ho w th e technology is
diffused.

At Trigonia, th e 1 8 5 0 s dat e would b e fairly

early for th e us e of a tur bin e, sinc e it was not
introduced in t o the United Stat es un til . 1 84 2.

Sinc e th e

limit ed archa eologica l evid enc e in dicates that th e mi ll wa s
originally a t urbine mill, it would a p p ear that part s o f
East T enn ess e e had acc e �s to th e n e w technology only a
short tim e aft er th e industrial c ent ers of th e East.
Whi l e th e T e l lico mills w er e not extens iv e ly stu d i e d,
th ey still ar e im portant to th e und erstanding of th e
social and industrial d ev elo pm ent of th e Blount C ount y
ar ea.
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CHA PTE R V
T HE B R A I NE R D M I L L
Introduction
The Brainerd mill site is a portion of the Mission to
the Cherokees established by the American Board of
Commissioners for Forei gn Missions ( A B C FM) in 1817.
Construction of Brainerd Villa ge . Shopping Center and
the adjacent Eastgate Mall destroyed most remnants of the
Brai nerd Missio h except for the cemetery and the mill
site. At the time of investigations at the mill in 1 979,
the lower portions of a log cri b dam, a mill foundation
and a possible race were visi ble.
The construction of a flood relief program for the
South Chickamauga Creek watershed was proposed in the late
1 96 0s by T V A.

The project c onsisted of a levee, generally

of earth fill, about 3.9 miles long.

Levees on low-lying

land were to be about 3 0 feet high, with an average of
about 23 feet in height.

The levee was designed with a

top width of 14 feet and side slopes of 2.5: 1. 0.

The

channel of South Chickamauga Cree k would be widened and
relocated to restore flood capacity lost by leveeing the
west flood plain, and old channels would be refille d.

The

proposed realignment of the sharp turn in t he creek at the
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site of the mill would directly impact th e archaeolo gical
rema ins ( T V A 19 67).
In 197 3, a surface survey, perfor me d by T V A, failed
to locate any prehistoric s ites along the affected
waterway . Remains of the mill were visible at that ti m e,
but were not included in the archaeological survey.

In

February of 1979, the existence o f the site was called to
the attentio n of TV A by Mr. Thomas Williams, a local
his to rian.

At that time construction on the flood relief

plan was w ell under way, and The Inst it ute of Arc haeology
at

urc

was contacted to pe rform salvage data recordi ng at

th e site.

Excavation and salv a ge _ re cording of the site

w as undertaken from July 18 to Au gust 17, 1979 under the
supervision of Dr. Jeffrey L. Bro wn, director of the
Institute of Archaeology.
Throughout this paper, an d the Braine rd history
section in particular, quotations · are used.

In all cases

spelling and punctuation are as in the original.
Location
The mill site is located on the west bank of South
Chicka mauga Cree k.

The site lies appro xi mately 80 0 feet

south of Lee Hi gh way (U. S. 1 1) and 2 100 feet north of
Interstate 75.

Brainerd Village Shopping Center lies

directly to the west of the site ( Figure 15).
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The South Chicka mauga Creek w atershed lies in the
Ridge and Valley Physiographic Province.

This draina ge

basin occupies 464 square miles and drains all of Catoosa
County and parts of Walker and Whitfield counties in
Georgia, and part of Hamilton County, Tennessee (T V A
1 967).

The primary draina ge feature, South Chickamauga

Creek, flows in a northerly direction for approx �mately 3 0
miles emptying into the Tennessee River at mile 468.2 (T V A
1 967) near Chattanoog a, Tennessee.

There is considerable

fluctuation in the size of the cree k, which ran ges from a
sluggish, slow movin g strea @ in late summer to a ragin g
torrent capable of inundatin g hundreds of square acres in
t he spring ( Brown and Evans 1 977).

A t m a xi mu m flow , t he

creek is lar ger than several of the streams desi gnated as
rivers in lower Geor gia, a n d several early writers refer
to it as the Chicka mauga River ( Haywood 1 825).
South Chicka mauga Creek is subject to heavy floodin g
which had an influence on t he operation of the mills at
the Mission site, and, as well, on the overall operation
of the Mission.

Floodin g on South Chickamauga Creek can

come from headwater floods or from backwater fr o ra th e
Tennessee River. Back w ater flooding has been reduced since
1 93 6 by the construction of reservoirs on the Tennessee
River by T V A. aead water floods remain a serious proble m,
and in the period 1 92 8-1 95 8, occurred an aver a g e of five
times a year (T V A 1 95 8).
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The highest recorded head water flood was at 2 0. 73
feet on March 30, 1951.
South Chickamauga Cree k.

Bankfull stage is 10 feet on
Records of the 18 67 flood

indicate that it was the highest known backwater flood
with an approximate level . of 30 feet.
on March 11, 1867 (T V A 1 958).

This flood occurred

The . Brainerd Levee project

was designed to reduce the danger of headwater flooding on
the creek.
South Chickamauga Creek has a slope of 1. 9 feet per
mile between miles 8 and 14, 3. 8 feet per mile fro m mile
14 t o mile 20 (at Graysville), and 5. 0 feet per mi1'e fro m
Graysville to Rin ggold.

Spring C �eek, where t he ori ginal

Mission da rn was located, has a slope of 3. 9 feet per mile
in the 6 . 5 mile reach a bove its junction with So uth
Chicka mauga Creek ( T V A 195 8).
History of Br ainerd Mill
Mission Period.

T he Cherokee nation in 1 8 09 was

located pri marily in northwest Geor gia, southeast
Tennessee a nd northeast Ala ba ma.

The area the y occu pied

encompassed 24, 000 s quare miles, '' generall y of a n
excellent soil, in a fine healthy clim ate, varie gated with
mountains and plains, watered by the Tennessee'' (Morse
1 822: 152).
A s a condition of the Treaty of Tellico in 1 805,

parts of the lands cede d to the United States by th e
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Cherokee s were set a side a s " school re serve s".

The se

re serves or tract s of t welve square mile s were to be sold
by the U nited States, a nd the pro ceed s were to be u sed by
the Pre side nt i n the ma n ner he judged to be the be st way
to provide for educatio n amo ng the Cherokee s ea st of the
Mi s si s si p pi River (Mor se 18 2 2).
I n light of thi s i ntere s t i n educati ng the Native
American s, the American Board of Commi s sio ner s for Foreig n
Mi s sio ns (A BCFM) a s socia ted wi t h the Co ngregatio nal Church
e stabli shed it s fir st mi s sio n to the Cherokee s i n 18 17 i n
the Chickamauga Di stri ct.

A Cherokee Mi s sio n had

previou sly bee n e st abli shed at S p ri ng Place, Georgia, i n
180 1 by the Moravian Brethern; a n d i n 18 03 t he Rev. Gideo n
Blackbur n had e stabli shed a school whi ch served as a for e
ru n ner to later, more permane n t e stabli shme nt s (Morse
18 2 2).
The A B C FM had bee n organized in 1 8 1 0 to provide
Chri stian mis sio narie s abroad.

When the Board wa s crit

icized for sending mi s sio narie s to I ndia whe n there were
" thou sand s of heathen peo ple near it s doo r, " the Board
took the critici sm to heart a nd se nt Cyru s Ki ng sbury to
i nve stigate the pro s pect s of o pe ni ng a school for the
Cherokee s (Walker 19 3 1).
The Rev. Mr. King sbury was pre se nt at the Council
Meeti ng at Turkeyto w n i n Se ptember of 18 1 6, at which time
boundary li ne s were settled a nd a treaty wa s ratified.
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After the business bet ween the Indians and the govern ment
was completed, General Andre w Jackson introduced Reverend
Kingsbury who spoke about the nee d for sc hools.

He

outlined the plan for a boarding school where the children
would be taught "the ir duty to parents, to their fello w
creatures, and to the Great Spirit, the Father o f us all"
(A B C FM Oct . 15, 18 1 6) .
After hearing the presentation, the Council voted to
accept the offer and hoped to see the school established.
Kingsbury wrote to the Board { 18 1 6) that :
At first it will be expensive but the
prime articles of living can be raised
in this fine country wi th the greate st
ease, and I am confident that in a fe w
years if things are man a ge d pr operly,
th e s chool may be supported at co w par
atively small expe n s e.
{Walker 19 3 1 : 19)
In travelling to the Coun cil meeting, Kings bur y
passed through country that was :
• • • one of the finest by Nature that I have
ever seen. But its rude inhabitants appeared
hardl y to have felt the ge nial i nfluence of
civilization though their situation is said
to be much better tha n was formerly . It
was truly affecting to see so many people
and large families of children entirely
destitute of instruction, and living without
hope and without God i n the world.
{Walker 193 1: 17 - 18)
The missionaries apparently felt they could, through
their missions, change th e "hopeless" condition of the
C herokees.

The Missio n at Brainerd, named afte r the

missionary David Brainerd, was on the south side of the
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Tennessee River , and 1 5 miles upstream on the Chic kamauga
Creek (si x miles in a straigh t lin e).

The creek was nav 

igable to the Mission (Morse 1822).
The Mission was founded near the old Cherokee town of
Chickamauga (Goods peed 1887a).

Chickamauga had been

established b y Chief Dragging-canoe and his followers who
were dissatisfied with the treaties of peace the y had been
forced to sign in 1777.

In 1779, C olonel Eva n Shelb y and

Colonel Montgomer y were sent to Chickamauga when word came
that the Cherokees from Chickamauga were starting on a
marc h against the North Carolina border settlements
(W al ker 193 1). The town was sur prise d and burned to the
groun d.
The Mission area was purchased from a Sco tsman,
Mac Donald, who had married into the Cherokee n &tion and
es tablishe d a plan tation.

He of f ere d his ho ldin gs which

included buildings, im provements and 25 acres of cleared
lan u for five h undre d dollars.

The plan tation was said to

be convenient to a mill and wa ter course (Walker 193 1 ).
The Mac Donald p lantation had been sho wn to the Moravian
missionaries 1 6 years earlier, but the y had re jec ted it as
having the repu ta t io n of being unhealth y (Walker 193 1).
The South Chickamauga Creek area, while having been
the si te of a large Late Missi p pian Dallas Phase po p 
ulation, did not a p pear to have been o therwise heavil y
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pop ula te d in prehis toric times (Br o wn an d Evans 19 7 7) .
While many historians say that the to wn was aban done d due
to Shelby's raid, other to wns in the area which ha d also
been burne d were reoccupie d shortly thereafter .

The

Cherokee themselves sai d they left Chickamauga due to the
many witches in the area .

Cra wfish Spring in th e historic

to wn of Chickamauga was repor te dly calle d by the Cherokees
" Sprin g of De a d-man's Lan d".

In 1849, a writer reporte d

th at "chills an d fe ver prevail on t he waters of t he
Chickamauga" (De Selm an d Bro wn 1 9 7 7).
· The location may have been chosen less with a regar d
for its past history than because . i t was convenient to a
population of Indians but no t near a Cher okee to wn.

The

prevailing thinking at the time was that the towns were a
ba d influence on the Indians .

The Moravians wrote that :

At present only that portion of the Cherokee
nation, which is confesse dly the mos t indigent
an d degra de d, continues to live in to wns. The
greater a n d more respectable part live on their
planta tions, an d thus acquire those habits of
in d ustr y an d so b r iet y, w h i ch are un ifor ml y
countere d by their con gre g ati n g together .
Hen ce it has be come a principle of soun d
policy in the government of the Unite d State s,
to employ all its influence to wean them from
that habi t, an d to encourage the plantation
system.
(Morse 18 2 2: 155)
Kingsbury also wrote to the A BCFM in 18 1 6 that:
The ch il dren shoul d be remove d as much as
possible from the society of the natives,
an d place d where they woul d have the influence
of example, as well as precept. Th is can
be done only by forming the school into one
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great missi onary family where they would be
boarded by the mi �si onaries and teacllers,
be entirely under their direction and have
their pious, orderly and industrious example
constantly before them.
(Walker 1931 : 22-23)
Despite the attitude that the Cherokees were not cap
able of manag ing either th emselves or their ch ildren, by
t he t ime the M issi on was established the Cherokees were a
united nation w ith laws and or gani z ati on .

The Laws of the

Cherokee Nation, passed in 1820 (Morse 1822), provided for
ei g ht districts with a Council House in each D i s t r ic t.
There w as a judg e and marshal in each D istri ct, with a
Circu it Judge presiding ov er every two D istricts .
Other acts provided for poll · taxes which would defray
the cost of Council business.

Storekeepers were required

to obtain a license from the Nati onal Council, and the
sale of li quor was strictly forbidden, Cherokee slave
owners being re quire d to see that their slaves did not
obtain li quors . It was further decreed that any white man
who to o k a C herokee wife had to marry her le gally, and
could not gain ri g hts to her property.
The Council also too k pa ins to guarantee that the
parents of students attending the M i ssi on schools would
reimburse the mi s s i onaries if the ch ildren ran away from
the school .
The first mi ssi onaries to arrive, in additi on to
Cyrus K ing sbury, were A . E . Bl unt and J ohn Vai l .

They
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began clearing g round for t h e Mis sion in Januar y, 1817
(Morse 1822).

Loring Williams and Moody Hall arrived in

March, 1817, shortly af ter the others (Goodspeed 1887a) .
The S ecretary of War had been authorized by President
Madison to instruct the I ndian agent to erect a school
house and a house for the teachers.

The Government

contractor failed to build the houses and soon the
missionaries wer e making brick, burning lime, digging
cellar s and a well, and conveying corn 40 miles to be
ground (Goodspeed 1887a) .
· By Ma y, 18 18, the school consisted of 4 7 students.
The building s er ected a t government expense prior to 1819
were the Mission -house, a school-house, dining hall and
kitchen, several smaller buildings and a g ris t -mill (Mor se
1822). In a let ter from the missionaries in July, 1818,
the y listed expenses for some of the buil ding :
To pa y the two men who are hir ed
by the y ear • • •

32 0

To pa y la borers for dig ging well ,
building dam, finishing houses . •.

25 0

To purchase ar ticles of foo d
for the ensuing y e a r • . .
100 bushels whea t @ 1 . 00

100

1 50 bushels rye @ . 7 5

112.50

1 000 bushels corn @. SO

500

7 000 lb pork @.06

220

( AB C FM 1 8 1 8 )
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By 1819 there were about one hundred Cherokee
child ren of both se xes lodged, fed, instructed and largely
clothed at the e xpense of the Mission (Morse 1822).

On

May 27 of that year, during a tour of the area, President
Monroe appea �ed unannounced at the door of the Mission.
He apparently liked what he saw and order ed a school-house
built for the girls at government e xpense ( Goodspeed
1887a) .
In December of 1819, Ard Hoyt, the new superintendant
of the Mission, wrote to the Board re questing that they
hurr y and build the planned mill and saw mill which would
help defray . their . h eavy e xpe nses ( BM L 1819).

Added to the

need for income was the problem that the corn had to be
carried 40 miles to be ground.

While at that time in the

Cherokee Nation there were si x grist and two saw mills
owned by natives, and 14 or 15 grist and two saw mills
owned by white men who had married into native families
( Morse 18 22), the large amount · of grain purchased in 1818
is an indication of the need for a mill close by.
Not everyone saw the necessity of establishing a
mill, however.

A Mr. Friderici, a Seventh Day Baptist

living - with the Cherokees near the Hiwassee Town said of
the proposed mill of Mr. Hildebrand to be built near the
town :
The mill about to be built nearby is
unnecessary, mills only served to make
people live more comfortably to themselves
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and no t to the Lord ; each one could pou nd
his grain or gri n d it in a han d mill.
(Williams 1 9 28:48 3)
Perhaps Mr . Friderici felt that mills were
unne cessary, but the people who depe n ded on them felt
otherwise. Entries in the Journal of the Moravian Mission
at Spri ng Place sho w the importa nce of mills to the lo cal
people:
May 2 1 , 18 0 2 A millwr ight was at Vann ' s to
help Va nn l ook for a place for buildi n g a
mill. They located several places, but
fi nally settled on a place a half mile from
the Vann place. The millwright agreed to
bu ild the mill for $ 1 3 3 . 50, if the Negroes
would build the dam an d the house under his
superv i s ion • . Va nn had already engaged someone,
but should he fail hi m the latter would be
permitted to build it. He de cided to begin
its construction in June for a t that time
the Negroe s would be the least buisy an d
w ould be able to bring the millsto nes from
Tellico . We have the prospect of a mill
less tha n 3 miles from our place • ..
· July 2 9 1 18 0 2 Va nn brought t wo millstones
froru Telli co . When they were bei ng load ed
in to canoes one of them overturned the ca noe
and fe ll i nt o the river. It is likely to
remain th ere, an d no w the whiskey which more
t han like l y co n tri buted t o ward the accide nt
has to co ntribute to ward re lieving the shoc k.
August 1 , 180 3 Ste iner rode 20 mi les to spea k
t o Chas . Hicks about serving as a n inter preter
for him • • . He recently returned from Philadelph i a
• • • Hicks sho wed Stei ner a hand mill for grind 
ing cor n by whic h t wo persons could gri nd as
much corn as 20 could do by the conventional
method of crushi ng it by hand. He t old abo ut
having a mi ll built w hich could be operated by a
horse. As soon as that was d o ne he would put u p
a still and that he had al rea dy or d ere d t w o
still kettles . • •
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August 17 , 1804 Heavy rains caused the dam
at Vann' s mill to break in two places.
January 26 , 1807 In the afternoon (ca me) a
· fairly ol d ma n, Thomas Bag ley from Tennessee
who had resided with Mr. Hicks and built a
mill for him. He offered to place his two
daughters in our school while he was building
a mill for Mr. Vann at Big Water.
October 21 , 1807 A number of Indian s stopped
with us for lodging... Short of meal and unable
to grind corn at Vann' s mill because of the
lack of water so me of our g uests ground the
needed meal by hand.
July 18 , 1808 We were glad to hear that Vann ' s
mill was again operating for we had been
obliged t o grind the corn we needed by hand.
April 3 , 1 811 ·W e heard that a severe rain
had overturned Charles Hicks' mill and washed
some of it awa y, a serious loss to us, for
now we will have to gri nd our grain by hand.
July 1 6 , 1811 Byham and John Gambold (took)
·part of our wheat by wagon to Mr. Hildebrands '
mill to be ground. They returned from Higtwer
( Hiwassee) on the 19th.
June l , 1 814 The boys returned fro m the mill.
We were glad because of the broken down mills
we were forced to wor k fro m early mornin g
until late into the ni ght crushing corn by
hand.
· December 1 8 , 1814 Becau se of the severe
rain of yesterday and today, we were very
much concerned for Br. Crutchfield, w ho ha d
gone in an open wagon loaded with corn to
h ave it ground .. at Br. Hicks ' mi ll. We were
delighted to see him when he returned this
evening with meal for two h ouseholds. We
were glad the tiresome task of the children
sto mpin g corn ev ery day · had ended.
The April 1 0, 182 0 journal entry for the Brainerd
Mission stated that the millwright had examined several
places · for the mill and decided t hat ther e was only one
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place where the dam could be built.

At that point the

creek was not wide an d a firm rock extended from bank to
bank. The fall at the site of t he dam would not be
sufficient to locate the mill there as well, necessitating
the construction of a . race 3 / 4 mile long.

The race

would cut off about 300 acres of good far m land in the
bend of the creek ( A B C FM ).

Th e dam was built, or in t he

process of being built when one end of the d am gave way
( July 5, 182 0). The millwright had supposed he had driven
the timbers to the rock, but it was gravel instead
( A BC FM).
By October of that year the mill was still not
co m pleted.

In an inventory of t he Mission re porte d to t he

Secretary of the War Department . o n October 1, 1 820, there
w as , listed a fish-trap, well, and garden valued at
$200. 0 0; a bridge over an ar m of the mill pond and canoes
valued at $55. 00; and the mill which was valued in its
unfinished state at $30 00. 00.

The mill was both a

"gristmill and a saw mill turned by a canal 3 /4 mile in
len gth, which conducts the water fro m a branch of the
creek in the neighborhood. . . '' ( A BC F M ).
A letter from Ard Hoyt to Evarts on October 17, 1821,
reveals that expenses were run nin g high at the �ission, in
spite of an entreaty from the Co mmissioners to watch
expe nditures carefully.

The missionaries had reviewed the

areas of expense and felt t hat wor k on the mills should
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not be stop p ed .

There had already been a good deal of

money e x pen d ed on the grist mill and it was felt that the
old grist mill would not be lik ely to b e suffici e nt for
the needs of the mission mu ch longer .

(Whethe r this mill

was a ne w structure or just the milling apparatus itself
is not k no wn .

It may have been a ne w structure as the

fo undation of the saw mill failed after o nly one month and
it had to be moved.)
After these mills were moved , "founded on a ro c k, "
and op erabl e, t h e missiona ries e xpected that the y would
be gin to see a return on their investment.

Until that

time , there would have to be an increase in the stipend
from the ho me office or the suppo rt money for the school
wo uld have to be diverted .

As well as depletin g t he

treasury by paying large amounts on th e mills, the money
due from the gover n ment had not b een paid , leaving the
choice of either laying in supplies or lessening the
support to t he school .
By 1 8 2 3, a blac ksmith shop ha d been esta blished whi c h
was finally beginning to pa y for itself ( BML 9 3) .
sa me

could not be said for the mills , ho wever .

The
Despite

considera ble expense , the grist mill was still onl y
grinding enough to supply the Mission.

The saw mill was

a p pare ntly also a source of disappoint ment .

The saw mill

had been · placed in operation on Janurary 5, 18 2 1, an d by
February 5, 18 23 , had sawe d only 85 , 1 2 5 board feet of
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timber.

Of this amount only 33,000 feet were sawed after

the mill was removed to its new location.

The absence of

a sawyer to oversee the operation was considered to be the
biggest contributing factor in the lack of profit from the
sawmill.
An additional expense would also be incurred in the
deepening and widening of the race, if sufficient water
was to be provided to keep the trip hammer and mills in
operation.

The present race was providing barely enough

water to power one of the mills, and its walls were in
need . of repair to keep the ban k from falling in on the
flu me ( BML 93).
If a reliable miller could be found, it was felt that
the proble ms with the mill would be solved.

To that end,

the Brothers began searching for someone to fill the post.
They wrote to a Mr. Shelton to come and tend the mills.
When he did not arrive as expected, it was discovered that
he had never received t he letter and had made other plans
( BML 9 6).
The Mission was again in need of money when Ard Hoyt
sent a report to the Commissioners on May 26, 1823:
But God in his providence does · not will
upon these exertions. You did not expect
the sum of $3, 000 would support the mission
wit � its seven schools, but doubtless loo ked
to the farms, mills, shops and etc, for very
considerable aid. I thin k I may say in the
years t hat these have all failed -yea more,
that our very e xertions to obtain support
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fo r ou r selv es have caused a great ad dition
.to the e xpense of th e mi ssion--everything
we have undertaken has been a bill of e xpen se
--even the stock of cattle and ho g s from
which so much was expected, is likely to do
very little--the hogs run wild and we lose
them--and the cattle fail for want of food
i n the winter . The black-smith shop seems
likely to do well, but you will see from the
monthly report how much profit the funds of
the mission have derived from it • • • We have
lately paid $ 100 for iron--abo ut $200 for
transport ation o f iron and etc from Boston
and are no w called on for $ 150 for coal.
( BML 9 9) .
Mr. Shelton, the mill wright w as finally able to
settle his business and arrived at the Mission in June,
1823 �

He was to deepen the mill race according to the

original plans, and as well, build an e xtensive flume in
the race i n front of the mills and shop.

The cost of this

pro ject was estimate d at from 75 to 100 dollars (BM L 10 1).
In addition to the continue d problems with the mills
and dams, the missionaries were finding the area to be an
unhealthy place to li ve.

Dea n wrote i n November of 18 2 4

( B M L 2 9 9) that he had been afraid that they would never
enjoy health at the Mission, blaming the condition on th e
"effusive" arising from the pond.

He later d ecided tha t

their dise ases originated from ( u nna med) thing s around
them.
At about this same time, the missionaries hired a Mr.
Parker to tend the mills and the ferry (BM L 1 27).

Mr.

Parker ' s wife was not well, howe ver, and could provide hi m
no assi st ance ; it was thou ght that she had cons umption.
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The litany of dam troubles continued and on February
3, 1825, the mill dam failed again ( BML 13 0).

This time

the damage appeared worse than usual and the missionaries
again wrote for instructions.

Meanwhile they expected

that they would have to travel 1 0 miles to a mill.
Mr. Parker, the miller, and his family were forced to
move 'from their assigned cabin, as the dampness from the
creek was further deteriorating Mrs. Parker's health, and
he had to be away from the mill frequently to nurse her .
Due to the unreliability of Mr. Parker's presence (and
possibly to unburden themselves of the continued troubles
with the mills), the Board was asked to give some definite
instructions about renting the mills and dam.

The mills

were providing enough grain for Mission use, but no
excess. The missionaries were anticipating that as soon as
the water fell, they would be "destitute ".

The grist mill

was leaking badly and needed a new roof before summer ( B ML
131 ) .

The constructio n of a new dam was still of ma jor
concern in April of that year when Mr. Elsworth wrote that
the question of whether to build a st �ne or log dam
being debated ( B M L 132).

was

Mr. Shelton, who helped in

building the old dam, thought a stone dam should be built
and that the wall shou id be extended.

He felt that a part

of the bottom might be a kind of quick -sand.

Another

mill wright had looked at the dam and reco mmended logs . The
missionaries were afraid that if the ne w dam was built
where the old one had been, that the cracks in the rocks
at the bottom would continue to cause trouble, and hoped
to find someone who was well ac quainted with building dams
in the area.
Mr. E ls worth was tied do wn by the demands of the
school, and could not search for someone to examine the
creek {BML 132).

He had, ho wever, thou ght that Mr . Dean,

who had been the chief me chanic, could be put in charge of
the mills and dam and tend the shop at the same time.
By April the race was dry and would continue that way
until the rains ca me.

The missionaries were anxious to

have the dam built as soon as possible due to the "dangers
of fever and ague. "

They hoped that if Mr. Dean could

_ undertake the job it would be better if -- Mrs . Dean's
health permitting--they would live at the mill house .

Mr .

Els worth would prefer that they contract out the job and
that the person who took it should have no communication
with the family at the Mission house ''reme mbering that
' Evil can corrupt good manners '

"

He was also reluctant

to board the workers, feeling that th ey already had more
people underfoot than they could oversee.

Besides "in a

job like this so me men would prefer thro win g up a rough
cabin near their work and have a black girl to cook for
them" (BML 132).
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A postscript to Mr. Elsworth's letter st ates t h at Mr.
C h amberl ain h ad been to the site and thought t h at the new
d am should be built about 4 or 5 rods below the he ad of
t he r ace.

At this point there w as solid rock almost all

t he w ay across the creek.

Mr. De an h ad returned and

agreed with this decision ( BML 132).
Mr. De an evidently did begin overseein g the
construction of the ne w d am, but w as compelled to retur n
north in July due to Mrs. De an's f ailin g he alth (Wal ker
1931).

By September the mills were successfully

oper ating, and wit hin two months, 94 bushels of corn h ad
been received in toll ( B M L 13 6).
Despite high w ater in the Sprin g of 182 6 i mpedin g
compl etion of the d am, t he mission aries were a pp arently
be ginning to h ave hopes th at the mills would fin ally p ay
off ( B ML 13 8).

Mr. Elsworth requested th at the Bo ard send

a bolt for the mill.

A bout 500 bushels of whe at were in

t he fields th at summer, and more would be r aised if there
w as only so me w ay to sift the flour.

He hoped the Bo ard

woul d let him know as soon as possible if one could be
supplied before the next growing se ason so th at the
f ar mers could pl an to s ave more seed ( BML 140).
Shortly after this letter, on July 14, 1 82 6, Mr.
Elsworth ag ain wrote re g arding the boltin g app ar atus .

He

had in t he me antime see n a millwright re g ardin g the
expense of inst alling the bolt .

If oper ated by w ater the
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cost would be $50. 00, but if turned by hand the cost would
only be $10. 00.

The cloth would not be expensive, so a

small handturned bolt was being installed at once.

A

regular bolt was still requested, but the small bolt would
serve for the interim ( B M L 141).
In December, the blacksmith shop burned and the only
thing salvaged was the lo wer frame.

It was hoped that a

ne w shop could be built on the foundations as soon as
possible ( B M L 3 1 1).
The estimate of property at Brainerd in 1827 listed
the value of the mills and race at $4, 000 ( BM L 139).

The

mills were doing well at this time, but little was
expected of them in the way of supplies for the coming
year ( B M L 87).
A visit from David Greene of the Board to the Mission
in April, 1828, resulted in the follo wing comments in a
long report to the Board:
All seem extremely pleased with Mr . Parker's
management in the Mills, and he seemed in
his element an d apparently the busiest man on
the grounds. He has sa wed from the 20th of
Feb. to the close of Dec. 4 1, 35 1 ft. the value
of which is near $420, while the expense of the
Mill in repairs, has been but less than $90.
In the grist mill he has taken more than 6 10
bushels of toll, in corn an d wheat, the value
of which here is about $350 besides what he
has ground for the families, the toll of which
would have been $52. 80. The repairs on this
mill have cost in the time mentioned about
$38. 8 1. The whole income of the Mills has
been, then in ten months and a half, about
$8 15 and deducting the expenses, about $ 687,
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without takin g into view the time of the
tender, or the interest in the capitol.
The race must be cleaned, and the banks
repaired in one or two places this coming
season, Some of the gears also, which though put
in new but a short time since, must be renewed
again, considering how quickly the timber of
this country decays, I suspect there would be
a savings of expense in five years by having
the gearing of the Mill wholly of cast iron.
Mr. E. will ascertain what the expenses of
casting will be in Tennessee and communicate
it to you for your decision. Perhaps better
and cheaper ones might be forwarded from
Boston, and Mr. Worcester could easily make
drawings to be forwarded as models, if that
should be the fact.
Mr. Parker is much embarrassed by the
ferry, which often causes the mills to stand
still. I have forgotten the numbers of thou
sands of horses, wagons .and men which he has
ferried over, while, as all people living in
the nation go free, the income has been but
little more than nine dollars.
( BML 325)
The mills were finally performing as the missionaries
had hoped.

The presence of the sawmill, however, may have

been the source of unexpected friction.

Mr. Greene goes

on to say that:
... I think there is danger that the mis
sionaries at the small stations will feel
that they must imitate the spacious and
commodious buildings at Brainerd. I think
I have seen a propensity to do so; and a
feeling of being unfairly de �lt with, when
attempts are made to dissuade them from it.
They do not see that the mere fact of havin g
a sawmill is a reason why one family should
live in ceiled houses, while they are sur
rounded by rough logs, battened or daubed
with clay (BML 325).
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There see ms to be a difference in the amounts
accounted for from the mills by David Greene and, later in
the year by A. E. Blunt.

· Blunt reports in December:

You probably have the impression the mills are
going well, and to considerable profit. I will
give you an estimate of what Mr. Parker and my
self thought they would bring yearly. The grist
of corn 400 bushels worth $1 00, wheat 6 0 worth
$45 added 14 5 yearly e xpenses $25 leav es $120
profits. Profits of the saw mill $257 e xpenses
$11 6 leaving $141 which added to that of the
grist mill makes $2 61, for the support of Mr.
P's family and interest of the money they cost- I
say nothing of the worth of the corn ground for
our family, which if it were tolled at another
mill would cost something like $10. This
estimate is as we may e xpect from the Mills.
( B M L 119).
It seems that success with the mills was not to last,
however.

In 1829, Luke Fernal, the blacksmith, reported

to the Board that the blacksmith shop had appeared to be
getting lower to the water.

It was discovered that the

foundations were so decayed that it was feared that the
building would fall in.

The mills had both begun to break

apart and before too much more time ha d passed, it was
felt they would be in four pieces.

Mr. Fernal deducted

$150. 00 fro m their value in the Mission accounts ( B ML
317).
The flume as well was suffering fro m the "timber
killing influence of the water".

As a matter of course,

it needed rebuilding every four or five years.

The water

flow was ne xt to nothing fro m June to October.

The

blacksmith finally despaired of usin g the flu me, and had
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give n up the water blast i n the sho p the previous ye ar

( BML 3 1 6).
The usual summer co m plai nt of the millers was that
there was no water in the race due to the scarcity o f
rai n. I n 1830, the weather tur ned ca pricious a nd pelted
the Mission with heav y summer rai n.

As a co nseque nce o f

this, not o nly were cro ps destroyed i n the fields due to
high water (BM L 80), but the dam broke agai n (BM L 8 4). B y
the e nd o f October, the weather was still not favorable
for the re pairs to be started .
The dam broke agai n i n the fall o f 1 83 1 a nd i n
Februar y o f 1832, requirin g the missio naries to go 18
miles to get th e gri ndi ng do ne (BM L 87).

Mr. Elsworth

re ported that the break was about the same exte nt both
times, but the wi nter break would be more costl y to
re pair, as more rock must be u sed.

As usual, re pairs

would be dela yed u ntil the weather was warmer.
I n late Ma y, the dam had still not bee n re paired a nd
i t w a s prob a ble t h at it woul d be fall be fore an yt h ing
would be done ( BM L 89).

The missio naries were fi nally

realizi ng that the location would never be suitable for
their pur poses. They were not in the best of health, a nd
the doctor had advised them t hat i f the wa t er s tood o n the
cro ps agai n that year as in previous years, the y could
ex pect a " Malig na nt sickness"

to follo w.

Mr. Elsworth

felt that while it was im porta nt to kee p the mills i n
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operation, it should be acco mplished without too much
expense of money and health and perhaps even their lives.
The repair of the da m was now considered of doubtful
effect.

The creek was cutting away the bank and the

channel was changing and under mining the wing of the da m.
Mr. Elsworth, despairing of the per manence of any repairs,
wrote:
Were it possible and would the state of
the nation ascent to it, I would heartily
advocate the disposal of this whole estab
lish ment, and re move to so me more retired
and healthy spot a mong the Cherokees, where
our strength and labors might be applied solely
and directly to the great object for which
we ca me.
( BML 8 9 )
As the sum mer progressed, Mr. Elsworth advised the
Board that if the mills were to be kept in operation, it
woul d be best to operate the m at the point where they
stood on the creek and re move the old da m ( BM L 92).

This

would relieve the expenses of continually repairing the
flu mes and digging out the race.

While they were well

aware that it would cost more if this plan was enacted,
they also felt that they might at least have some relief
fro m the constant failure of the da m.

There was also a

ru mor that, if the mills could be ope rated, there might be
a person interested in buying the m (BM L 92).
By the end of su m mer 1832, ru mor was fact, and a Mr.
Seales had not only made an offer for the mills,

but had

also made an offer of $25 0 0 for all the Mission property
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(BML 93).

Mr. Elsworth, in reporting this offer to the

Board, said that he had told Mr. Seales that the Board
should not ta ke less than $3000.

The Board had not yet

decided to sell, and were waitin g to see w hat the
Chero kees would do (BML 93).
The times were unsettled for the Chero kees and the
missionaries as well.

Brainerd was the first of the A B C FM

Missions and was considered the "mother churc h" to later
missions established in Georgia and Alabama ( Wal ker 1931).
Several of the early missionaries to Brainerd had in
fact .left to serve these later Missions.

Moody Hall left

in 1 820 to begin the school at Taloney, Georgia, and
Sa muel A. Worcester, who ca me to Brainerd in 1 825, left in
1 827 to go to New Echota in Georgia (Wal ker 1831).
The missionaries in Georgia were the first to feel
the pressure for Indian removal which w as pressing in on
the Chero kees.

On December 20, 1 82 8, the Georgia

Legislature had enacted a law exten ding the soverei 6nt y of
the state over a l l white persons livin g in Chero kee
territory.

The law also provided that after June 1, 1 83 0,

all resident Indians were subject to Georgia laws and
declared that all laws made by the Ch �ro kee Nation were
null and void ( Phillips 1902).

When the Legislature

further declared that, after March 1, 1831, all white
persons resident in Indian territory must have a license
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from the G over n or, the missi o naries felt that this law had
b ee n d irected at them (Philli ps 1902) .
The Cher okee Nati o n a p pealed to the Su preme C ourt f or
a n i n ju ncti o n agai nst the State of Ge orgia o n the gr ou nds
that they were pr otected by the Federal treaties still i n
effect .

Chief Justice J oh n Marshall, i n the ma jority

decisi o n, de nied the i n jucti o n o n the gr ou nds that a n
I ndia n tri be withi n the U nited States was not a f oreig n
state a nd c ould n ot mai ntai n a n acti o n i n the U nited
States courts, a nd the case, as prese nted, merited a
de nial (Marshall 1830).
The I ndia ns had previ ously a p peale d t o the Federal
g over nme nt t o a bide b y i t s o wn treaties, b ut w e re
re buffed. A ndrew Jacks o n was pr o-rem oval a nd based his
refusal t o su p p ort the Cher okee Nati o n o n the fact that
the Cher okees had esta blished a n inde pe nde nt g over nme nt
within the State of Georgia (Jacks o n 1829).

He was also

e nc ouragi n g the voluntary rem oval of the Chero kees to the
West.

He reas o ned that the I ndia ns by " persuasio n a nd

force. • • have bee n made t o retire f r om river t o river a nd
f r om m ou ntain t o m ou ntai n " .

Already numer ous tri bes had

bec ome exti nct in the face of civilizati o n, a nd "that this
fate surely awaits them (Che r okees) if they remai n withi n
the li mi ts of the States • • • • Huma nity a nd natio nal ho n or
dema nd that every eff o rt sh ould be made t o avert s o great
a calamity".
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On December 29, 183 0, the missionaries working among
the Cherokees me t a t New Echo ta and draf ted a resolu tion
concerning the Cherokee crisis ( Worces ter e t al 183 0). The
resolu tion included the followin g s ta temen t:
R E SO L V E D, Therefore, tha t we view the removal of
this people to the wes t of the Mississippi, as
an even t to be mos t earnes tly depreca ted;
threa tening grea tly to re tard, if no t to tally
to arres t their pro gress in religion, civil
iza tion, learning, and the useful ar ts: to
involve them in grea t dis tr ess and to brin g
upon them a complica tion of evils, for w hich
the prospec t before them would offer no
compensa tion.
Shor tly af ter the missionaries draf ted this
resolu tion, t he Georgia guard arres ted several
missionaries for residing in Cherokee terri tory wi t hou t a
permi t �

Samuel A. Worces ter was one of those arres t ed an d

convic ted.
Worces ter appealed to the Supreme Cour t (Worces ter vs
The

S ta te of Geor gia), and the cour t decl ared tha t t he

ac ts of the S ta te of Geor gia were re pu gn an t to t he
Co nstitutio n , laws and treaties of the U ni ted States.

T he

court over turned his convic tion (Marshall 1831) a nd he
re turned to Brainerd in 1 33 4 ( Walker 1931).
Even wi t h the u nse t tled s ta te of the Chero kee Na tion,
in February

of 1 335, a Cherokee inquired abou t purchasin g

the mills (BML 1 05).

The Georgia Indians w ere movin g in to

Te n nes s ee an d t he missionaries though t t hey L1i gh t no w have
a marke t for the proper ty.
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In the spring of 1835, Br. Blunt requested that he be
removed from service to the Board.

The missionaries were

very reluctant to have him leave as he was the one person
who had any skill in repairing the mills (BML 106 ) .
A l though Blunt did not leave, Worcester left to g o west
with those Cherokees who had decided to move (Walker
1931) .
Ironically the threatened removal of the Cherokees
finally broug �t about the operation of the mills at a
profit.

The speculators and settlers moving into the

former Indian lands in Georgia were keeping the sawmills
running behind demand (BHL 111 ) .· .
E v en though the Cherokee Nation ap pealed to the
court s to protect their rights, the clamor for removal was
increasing .

Finally in 1835, a minority faction of the

Cherokees, wearied by the constant threats to their lives
and property, signed the Treaty of New Echota, and the
Cherokees were driven west (Reed 1979 ) .

The Indian lands

were deeded to the states in return for l and in the new
territor y . On August 19, 183 8, the last service was held
at the Brainerd Mission (Walker 193 1).
John Vail, who had served as a f� r mer at the mission
for 19 years, elected to stay in the area, and purchased
the property.

At the same time, Thomas Crutchfield had

also entered the property.

They settled the ownership of

the disputed property by entering a deed of ag reement in
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February, 1842, in which they agreed to hold the property
and all improvements in joint ownership (Hamilton County
Court Records E-92). Half of the money each had paid to
the State of Tennessee was returned.

The tract in

question held the mill and mill house, and was described
as the S W quarter section of Section 21, Range 3, Township
6, Ocoee District .
Vail resided on the property and in Marc h, 1 843, used
the land as collateral in a transaction with Ainsworth
Blunt ( 3am ilton Co. E-286).

Blunt, although no longer in

the �ervice of the A B C FM, remained in the area and in
1 8 40, purchased the old Mission c emetery for the Board in
order to protect the graves of the missionaries ( Wal ker
1931).
In 1844, Vail sold his half interest i n the property
along with half of the grist and saw mills and all
fixtures to Samuel and George Willia ms for $1200 (Ha milton
Co. F-46). This sale was apparently invalidated at so me
later ti me, as in 1 849, Thomas Crutchfield brought a suit
against Vail. There was insufficent personal property to
satisfy the debt, and a sher iffs' sale was held with
Vail's half share of the property sold to the highest
bidder, who was, coincidentally, Thomas Crutchfield .
Crutchfield paid $1, 03 0 for the tract ( Hamilton Count y
Court Records G-364).
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Bird ' s Period.

Crutchfield retaine d the property

until 1852, at which time he sold it to Philemon Bird
( Shepherd 1911).
mill structure.

Bird built a new dam at the site of the
He also built a new and larger mill at

the site.
Bird had large holdings in Georgia and Alabama, as
well as Tennessee.

He lived on his Georgia farm with a

free black woman who was the mot her of his several
daughters and one son, Sam.

She died before the Civil

War, and Bird took as his mistress a mulatto slave girl,
Mary- Gardenhire, whom he purchased in Harrison, Tennessee.
Mary was the mother �f Gus, Philemon ' s second son
( Shepherd 1911).
During the war, Bird went south to avoi d the
hostilities .( Shepherd 1911).

The mills were operated for

some of this period by the Federal government (The Chatt
anooga Times 1933).

After the Battle of Chickamauga,

Forrest's Cavalry was ordered into ca mp at Bird's Mill on
September 23, 1863. On the following day, Forrest ha d h i s
troops prepare for their action by shoeing horses,
c hecking equip ment and cooking rations.

This rest stop

was of short duration, as on Friday the 25th, the cavalry
was ordered out to Harrison ( Henry 1944).
The mill evidently survived the war with little
damage. J. T. Trowbridge (1866) on a tour of the Sout h to
describe the battlefields, ruine d cities, and to give an
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account of " Confederate m isrule ", v is ited the Federal
commander at Chattanooga.

On a r ide to Lookout Mounta in,

he met a farmer and h is son who were labor ing to get the ir
wagon over the rough road at the base of the mounta in.
The farmer had one bag of gr ist in the wagon wh ich he had
gone 12 m iles to have ground at the m ill "away beyant
M iss ionary R idge ". Although there was a m ill on Wahatch ie
Cr ick (s ic), it was a "powerful bad h ill to pull up ", and
he preferred the 24 m ile round tr ip to Bird's M ill.
Ph ilemon Bird d ied in 1 871 and left the m ills to h is
sons , Sam and Gus ( B ird 1 871).

A guard ian was later

appointed for Gus Bird ( Ham ilton �ounty Court Records
B 29-4 58), as a lease f iled in Septemb er, 187 6, l ists
Sa muel A. Conner as h is guard ian.
T he lease was a rental agreement betw een Sam and Gus
Bird and J.J. Bryan.

The three year lease prov ided that

Bryan would p ay $600 per annum for the 70 acre tract wh ich
conta in ed the corn m ill, flour ing m ill and saw m ill. These
m ills were all conta ined in one structure.
Mr. Bryan was also to m a ke repa irs on the sawm ill
wh ich would enable it to have a cutt ing speed equal to
that when it was new.

H e was also to · put a new bolt ing

cloth in the old flour in g m ill and construct a new water
wheel for that m ill.
In 18 80, flour-m ill ing was the lead ing industry in
the state ( Goodspeed 1 887a).

There were 990 flour
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and grist mills with an annual product worth $ 1 0, 7 84, 8 04 ,
making Tennessee the leadin g milling state in the
south.
Bird's mill, during Bryan's tenacy, shared in that
milling boom.

The 1880 manufacturin g census listed the

mill as havin g four turbines develo ping 3 6 horsepower,
operating with a six foot fall.

The mill capacity was 210

bushels a day, with a yearly revenu� o f $13, 2 06.
The mill in 18 87 ( Goodspeed 1887a) had three run of
burrs, a bolting apparatus an d a sawmill. The water wheel
c a pacity was equal to 75 horse power.
Gus an d Sam atte mpted to carry on the milling and
far min g business, but apparently were not successful, even
with (or perhaps because of) the advice of an e state
trustee and Gus' s guardian.

They sold off the far m lands

in an attempt to keep the mills, beginnin g with the
property across the creek from the mill ( Ha milton County
Court Records B 29-458).

They also borrowed money and

morta ged the property ( Shepherd 1 911).
The brot hers built a dance hall at the mill, which
was the scene of a killin g in w hich one of the brothers
took part ( Scott 1 97 9) .

This scandal � coupled with

foreclosure of the wortage ( S hepherd 191 1) caused them to
lose the estate.
Records documentin g the final years of the mill's
existence are unfortunately very sparse, due to the
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bur ni n g of th e Hamilto n Count y courthou se earl y i n the
t we ntieth ce ntury.

It .is kno w n that the heirs of E. E.

Ham pto n purchased the mills a nd operated them profitably
( Shepherd 19 1 1).

The mills the n passed to a Mr. Plemo ns

a nd fi nally to Joe Walters (Scott 1979) before bei n g torn
do wn i n 1 92 1 (Hyde 1944).
Archaeological Procedures
E xcavatio n procedures.

Test e xcavatio ns at

Brai nerd mill were u ndertake n from July 18 to Au gust 17,
1979 . Because the mill site was not reported u ntil
co nstructio n wor k was well u nderway, i nvesti gatio ns at the
mill assumed the character of sal va ge archaeology.

Whe n

archaeolo gical work be ga n, the lo wer portio ns of a lo g
crib dam, mill foundati o n, a nd ca nal were visible.

The

ca nal, which could have bee n a raceway, appeared to ha ve
emptied into South Chickamau ga Creek appro ximately 100
feet north of the visible mill fou nd atio ns.

If this c a n al

was indeed t he race, it would indicate that the ori gi na l
missi o nary mill was located at the ca nal mouth rather tha n
at the fou ndatio n rui ns.
Archi val research revealed that there had bee n at
least t wo major periods of operatio n of the mill, the
Missio n period and Bir d's te na ncy .
research objective

Therefore, the mai n

was to test th e propositio n that

there w ere t wo separate mills at differ e n t locati o ns, and
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to obtain data regarding mill construction and operation .
Specific objectives as outlined by Brown (1979) were :
1. To excavate at the assumed site of the
Missionary mill in order to locate
structural features.
2. To excavate in the c anal bed to determine
dimensi ons and other characteristics of
this structure, and to locate artifacts
associated with the Mission mill or other
aspects of Mission · life.
3. To conduct inten sive mapping and
phot ographing of visible Bird's mill remain s
to determine structural data.
4. To excavate selected areas of Bird's mill to
further define structural data; in
particular, to note construction details of
the dam site and possible connections between
the canal and mill site.
Res ults.

While it was hoped that excavations at

th e mill site would uncover remains of the Mission oill,
evidence of this structure was not obtained.

It is more

likely that the remains examined were those of Bird 's
mill.

Test pits were placed along t he da m and mill sills,

and the mill walls to determine construction se quences
( Brown 1979).
Preliminary results of the se procedures were reported
by Brown (1979 : 2- 3) :
1. Construction sequence: As the dam was known
to have been constructed c. 1852, it was
possible to trace inter-connecting members
in order to date ot her struc tural remains.
As a result of these investi gations, it can
be stated with a high degree of certainty
that all remaining portions of the mill date
from 1852 and later. No certain evidence of
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the origi nal mill was recovered other than a
millsto ne fragment co ntai ned withi n the fill
of th e 185 2 dam. Excavatio ns alo ng the sto ne
walls of the mill also co nfirmed a mid- ni ne
tee nth ce ntury co nstructio n date .
2. "Ca nal excavatio ns": Excavatio ns of the
"ca nal" revealed a moder n co ncrete-li ned
drai na ge ditch . Historic photographs a nd
docume nts obtai ned duri ng the period of
i nvestigations elimi nated the "ca nal" as a
h istoric feature.
3. Tail race explora tio ns: The discharge of a
mill i s know n as the tail race. I n the case
o f Bird's mill, the tail race co nsists of
those portio ns o f the creekbed o nce be neath
the mill. As this area was u nder water at the
time of the investigatio ns, it was necess ary
to retrieve arti facts with a mag net. Low
visi bilit y, silt and moder n rubbish
compou nded the di f ficulities o f this
operatio n. However, several hu ndred artifacts
relati n g to the ge ner atio n of power, the
mecha nical tra nsmissio n of power, sawi n g,
milli ng, a nd miscella neo u s mill-rel a ted
activities were recovered.
Missio n dam.

As s ta ted, the ca nal was thought to

be the locatio n of the race servi n g the Mission mill.

The

testi n g of this feature ruled out this possibility,
leavi n g the questio n of the locatio n o f the race
una n swered.
The mis sio naries' letters discussed the construction
of a three quarter mile lo n g race fro� the dam to the
Missio n mill site.

There was no evidence of an earlier

dam i n the immediate vici nity of the mill a nd all visible
traces of the race had bee n obliterated b y the
co nstructio n of Brai ner d Villa ge a nd Eastgate shoppi n g
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centers.

The mention o f a flu me syste m to feed the mills

from the race also indicated that the raceway terminated
some distance from the mill.
In December 1979, the presence o f a stone da m at
the junction o f Spring Creek and West Chickamauga Creek
was reported to Dr. Je f frey Bro wn by Mr. Donavan Boutz, a
local hunter.

The structure was investigated, although

high water on West Chickam auga Creek prevented recordin g
o f the entire structure.

The visible remains, which were

felt to represent the majority o f the surviving structure,
were · a limestone dam or wall 34 by 6.5 feet.
The dam may have originally been on the smaller
Spring Creek.

The co mbination o f the mill dam and a ·

current beaver dam, has resulted in the silting in o f the
mill pond. Spring Creek a ppears to have sought a ne w
channel, no w entering West Chickamauga Creek several
hundred feet upstream from the dam ( Figure 15 page 66).
It is very probable that the creek did indeed change
course.

As early as 1832, it was felt that the creek was

cutting a way the bank and the channel was changing and
undermining the win g o f the dam.

The missionaries were

a fraid that any repairs to the dam would not be permanent,
and that moving the dam would be the only solution ( BM L
8 9).
Stone dams could be praised for their strength and
a bility to withstand the heaviest floods, saving outlays
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from repairs and making them less e xpensive in the lon g
run ( Leffel 1 881).

This is only true, ho wever, if the dam

is not built on a soft bottomed stream, and is properly
constructed to protect the foundations from bein g under
washed.
It is apparent from the continual references to the
dam breaking, that the see mingly impervious stone dam
was either improperly constructed or poorly suited to the
type o f creek it was on.

While it was not possible to

e xamine the dam, the archaeological investigations at
Frya r Branch revealed that the stream bottom was soft with
gravel levels rather than providi �g a firm foundation.
The e xamination of the dam at Bird's mill revealed that
the wooden crib dam was still functioning.

It can be

inferred that the Mission dam was both in the wrong place
and built of the wron g materials.
Interstate construction in the area immediately to
the head of the race has left some con fusion as to the
original bed of Spring Creek and to the direction of the
race. Available topo graphic maps indicate that there are
two possible routes for the race to have taken.

One route

would follo w the curve of the creek, and the other woul d
follo w a more direct route, running almost due north to
the mill site.

The more direct route would co me closer to

bein g t he 3 /4 mile that the missionaries described. With
the e xception of a small area near its head at the mill
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pond, the race is n 9 w under Interstate 75, Eastgate Mall
and Brainerd Villa ge Shopping Center.
Bird's mill dam.

The dam which was visible at the

site of Bird's mill was apparently the one built by Bird
in 1852 to replace the Missi on dam.

Th e stone Mission dam

ha d pro vided water to the mill by means of a three quarter
mile race.

When Bird replaced the dam, he moved it to the

site of the mill itself.
The ele vation of the top of the dam was 65 6. 35 feet
and the step bearing for the turbine was at an ele vation
of 650. 65 feet.

The step bearin g, the seat for the

turbine, would rep resent the ma xi mum head under which the
turbine would operate.

This six foot head corresponds

with the information in the 1880 manufacturing census.
Bird's dam was of ti m ber crib type construction,
si miliar to that in Fi gure 6 (pa ge 3 1 ) .

In con structin g

such a dam, a ti mber or log founda tion is laid do wn on the
botto m, an d th e su p erstructu r e o f th e dam is constructe d
to the desired height.

Cribs are built into the banks to

anchor the dam. Bird's dam was a full crib dam wi t h rubble
fill ed crib units com po sin g n early th e entire structure.
The dam extended 9 7 feet across the creek.

Fro m th e

south bank, the dam extende d 29 feet before encountering a
stone construction, possibly a foundation (Figure 1 6).
Thi s area of the dam was broken do wn to a great extent,
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and the presence o f cr ib walls was not noted in the upper
levels. Beyond the stone foundat ion, s ix cr ibs co mpr ised
the rema inder o f the dam.

These cr ibs var ied from 8 to 12

feet long along the north-south ax is.

The three cr ibs at

the north ban k were the best preserved o f the da m cr ibs,
w ith both upstream and do wnstream l im its de f inable.

The

top o f the da m was 13 feet w ide at these three cr ibs, and
it is assumed that the rema inder o f the dam was also 13
feet w ide.
As can be seen in F igure 1 6, plank ing was placed on
the upstream s ide as a sol id sheat h ing aga inst the dam.
Th is corresponds to the construct
.ion procedure de f ined by
.
Le f fel (18 81).

Wh ile B ird's da m itsel f was not

documented, the construct ion techn i ques used ind icate a
fam il iar ity w ith ideal standards o f the day.
Due to h igh water, the dam was not excavated, but was
cleaned to determ ine the construct ion mode.

W ith the

except ion o f the m ill stone frag ment wh ich was found as a
component o f the rubble f ill, the major ity of the items
recovered from the clean-up o f the dam were o f modern
or i g in.
Anayls is
M ill stone fragment.

The fragment o f m ill stone

recovered fro m the excavat ion is thought to be the one
art i fact wh ich can reasonably be assoc iated w ith the
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Mission mill rather than Bird's mill.

The stone was

recovered from the rubble fill o f the 1 852 mill dam. .
The stone fragment is 6. 5 inches thick, an d fro m the
edge o f the eye � � the outer edge me asures 1. 6 feet.
Allowin g approximately 4 inches for the eye, the . stone
could have had a diameter o f 3. 5 feet.

The fra gment was

dressed in t he straig ht quarter dress style ( Grimshaw
1 8 82).

Origin o f the stone is not known, but it is

probably granite.
Early mill stones relied on the porous texture o f the
stone to provide a cuttin g edge for grain; the job o f the
stones bein g not to crush or rub the grain, but to cut it.
As the supply o f good quality stones di minished, a me ans
to provide poorer stones with a cuttin g sur face was
needed, and the practice o f . dressing or furro win g stones
was develo ped.
Furro ws were cut into the stone in a set pattern,
providin g a cuttin g sur face and allowing air to the grain
to cool it. They also distri buted the chopped grain
between the faces o f the stone and carried it out.

The

pattern o f the dress depended on the speed, direction and
material o f the stone, as well as the nature o f the grain
and the mi lling method to be employed ( Grimshaw 1 832).
The strai ght quarter dress used on the Brainerd mill
fra g ment was one o f the earlier styles, and Grimshaw
(18 82) re fers to it as a "barbaris m ".

He felt that t he
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quarter dress should be eli minated b ut it was still at
that time in use in the southeastern United States and
Great Britain.
The stones which were in use at Bird's mill were
reportedly gold or yellow in color (Scott 1979).
According to Scott, these stones were hard granite and
supposedly good stones, so it is assumed that they were
native stones r ather than the worthless imported
Fox-buhrs.
Turbine bay.

Three excavated areas, I, I I and I I I,

comprise the turbine bay on the west bank of the creek
below the dam.

The turbine bay was an enclosure 1 8 feet

on the south or ban k side and 2 8 feet on the creek side
where the bay was connected to the dam ( Figure 1 6 p.104).
Area I, the unit upstream nearest the dam, was the
least productive of the units in terms of artifacts
recovered.

This unit contained four wire nails, seven cut

nails , one brick frag ment , ten window glass fra gments , and
four unidentified metal objects.

The majority of all

three units was underwater, and the items recovered from
Unit I were mainly recovered from the _ ban k.

The proxi mity

of this unit to the mill house could possibly account for
the presence of these structural remains.
Unit I I was the enclosure for t he turbine recovered
fro m the excav ation.

The turbine will be described
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se parately .

In a d dition to t he tur bine, Unit I I containe d

two saw mill rollers.
Exce pt for t he tailrace, Unit I I I was the unit farthest
downstrea m, an d, again exclu ding the tailrace, containe d
t he largest num ber of artifacts .

T he artifacts at t he

site a p peare d to cluster aroun d t he downstream areas of
t he tailrace an d tur bine bay.
Unit I II containe d 84 cut nails, 14 wire nails, an d
five bottles plus four bottle frag ments.
t his unit containe d 62 metal artifacts.

In a d dition,
While many of

t hese were assorte d nuts, bolts, an d uni dentifia ble metal
fragments, several other items were defina ble pieces of
mill e qui pment.
A ba b bite d t hrust-to p bearing to fit over a s haft en d
( Ketner 1981) was recovere d from Unit I I I as was a bearing
bac kin g plate for a quarter box bearing.

A s haker bit for

a boltin g mill ( Ro bert Jo hnson, personal communication)
provides direct evi dence that flour was being groun d an d
proc ess ed at th e mill.
Ba b bit is a soft metal w hich is use d in bearin gs to
re duc e friction.

Accor ding to Ketner ( 198 1), ba b bit was

not always easy to o btain, an d fre q uently bearings were
packe d instead with corn-co bs an d tallow or lar d.
Unit I I I also containe d six fragme nts of tur bine vanes
and w hat was possi bly a portion of a metal tur bine
housing.
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Glass.

The glass artifacts recovered from the mill

site consisted of bottles (whole and fragments) and windo w
glass fragments.

Unit I I I contained five intact bottles

and fragments from two others.

The intact bottles

included two clear glass bottles; one small (4.5 inches
high) bottle with a threaded top and a flas k-shaped
blown-in-mold bottle with no identifable mar kings.

T wo

bro wn bottles were recovered, one of which was from E.R.
Betterton and Co Distillers, Chattanooga, TN, dated c.
1880 (Nor wood and Kline 1881).

The last bottle from Unit

I I I was a straight sided Mason jar.

This name on canning

jars had become generic, with jar � bearing this
designation dating from the 188 0s to the 1900s (Toulouse
1971).
Several bottles and fragments were recovered from the
dam during clean-up; a brown " Co ke" bottle, a La Roma soft
drin k bottle from Chattanooga, Tennessee, which was
undated, and a " Chattanooga Mil k Bottle " from c. 1915
( Connelly 1 915).
The glass artifacts are all from the period 1880-1920.
They can all be located horizontally, but due to the
.
recovery techniques in the underwater areas, none can be
ascribed to a controlled vertical context.

For this

reason, the glass artifacts were felt to be of little
value in analysis .
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Turb ines.

The major art ifact recovered from the

Bra inerd m ill was a s imple react ion wheel of a prev iously
unreported type ( F igures 1 7 and 1 8 ) . Th is wheel, and a
shaft for a second wheel, comb ine features of the
trad it ional tub wheel and the turb ine ( F igure 19).

The

wheel cons ists of a central dr ive shaft 1 . 4 feet in
d iameter made of southern p ine ( F igure 20).

N ine cast

iron buckets or vanes are attached to the dr ive shaft by
means of slots or mort ises ( F igure 21).

The mort ises for

these vanes are 0.5 inches in depth and are 0.473 inches
w ide : The buckets are attached to an outer tub made of
wh ite p ine. The tub is composed of curved sect ions wh ich
are grooved to rece ive the blades. They are also recessed
at the top and botto m where wrought iron hoops held the
tub together.

The slats of the tub are c. 8 inches by 8

inches. F ive of these sect ions surv ived.
The ent ire assembly is 2. 8 feet in d iameter.

Th is

turb ine bears a superf ic ial resemblance to a trad it ional
Appalach ian tub wheel (see W igg inton 1 9 7 3 ) , but the
turb ine recovered from B ird's m ill operated in a submerged
enclosure as is true of all turb ines ( Brown 1 9 7 9 ) .
The upper port ion of each bucket is curved in an
oppos ite d irect ion than the lower port ion ( Brown 1 9 7 9 ) .
The presence of th is reverse curve is a cur ious aspect of
the wheel. Robert Vogel ( 1 9 7 9 ) feels that t he forward
curve at the top would do not h in g but reduce the
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Figu r e 17.

Recov ery of Brainerd Turbine. Woode n Sill at
Ri ght Ex tends to Dam. Large S pur G ear in
si tu.

Figure 18.

Turbine and Enclosure.
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Figure 19 .

Bra i nerd Mill Tur bine a nd Base.
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F igu re 20.

Tur bine with Iron Vane s and Wooden Tu b
Exposed.

Figure 2 1.

Close-up of Tur bine Showing V an es Mort ised to
Wooden S h aft .
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efficiency considerably.

The curve in the operating

direction, however, is far greater than that in the
negative direction, so the wheel would certainly have
rotated .
The buckets are interesting in tha t they are made of
cast iron.

It is possible that they were the products of

an iron foundry rather than a local blacksmith.

Since a

foundry is a rather comple x operation beyond the scope of
most blacksmiths, it is li kely that the buckets were
prepared for wider use than one turbine ( Brown 1979).
Ketn er (1981) states that several companies in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries di d provide
turbine "kits", where the runner assembly could be ordered
sep arately and later, money permitting, the cast iron
shafting could be added .

None of the turbines he

described, however, contained only t he buckets; most were
entire turbines requiring only a shaft.
Turbines for low heads were usually of cast iron or
cast iron with steel buc kets, while hi gh hea d w hee ls could
be of cast iron, cast bronze or cast steel.

It is

possible to obtain a higher surface finish of the bucket
when it is cast separately, but such separate cast iron
buckets must be strongly banded, since there is a tendency
for the buckets to work loose .

Such buckets were only

satisfactory under low heads and where the vi bration was
not great (Mead 1915) . The condition of low head was
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certainly met at Brainerd with a 6 foot head su p plying th e
turbines.
Turb i ne runners were abraded by the action of sand or
other material carried in the water.

Cast iron and cast

steel resisted this action better than othe r materials
( Mead 1 9 15 ). Perha ps this hel ps account for the hybrid
nature of the Brainerd turbine.
The turbine shaft is very large in rel a tio n to the tu b
diameter.

Vogel ( 1 97 9 ) feels t hat two p o s sible reasons

could be given for this; either a mechanical one of
prov�ding more area at the hub, or the realization that
very little of the wheel's effect ca me from the section at
the center, so why not mak e it as strong as possible
( Figure 2 2).
Penn ( 1 9 7 9 ) would not ex pect a wheel like this to be
installed in any Ne w England mill as late as the 1850s.
The possibility exists that the wheel, o r one like it was
installed when Bird rebuilt the mill, in which case the
wheel woul d pr obably reflect frontier mill- wri g hting.

If

the wheel had been installed during the Mission period, it
would have re presented a very advanced form of turbine.
The turbine sat in an enclosure ( Figure 2 3 ) roughly 4
feet square, abutted on the east by a bea m or sill 9 feet
long.

This enclosure, designated Area II, was part of a

larger enclosure or turbine bay 18 feet on the west ( b an k )
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BRA I N E R D Ml l-l TUR B I N E
ART I S T' S

Figure 22.

A N D E NC LO S U R E

RE C O N ST RUC T I O N

Jrainerd Mill Turbine and Enclosur e ( Artist's
Reconstruction).
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sid e and 28 fee t on the east or creek si de where the bay
wa s connected to the dam.

The bay wa s 8 feet wide.

A ba y of this size could have hel d nore than one
turbine, and in fact, the wooden shaft for another,
similar turbine was found in the bay.
Tailrace .

Th e tailrace is the area where the water

i s discharged after powering the wheel, and is generally
d eeper than the surrounding stream.

Item s which are

d eposited in the tailrace are sub jected to the curre nt of
the stream and of the discharged water ; many lighter
ob jects would probably have been move d downstream by this
water action. Artifacts were loc at ed in th e tailrace by
u se of a magne t an d by "feel".

T he water had not been

diverted prior to the excavation, and was also quit e
murky.

These cond itions dictated the mode of retrieval.

Excluding nails, 2 1 2 artifacts were recovere d from the
tailrace.

Of this total, only nine items were non-metal ;

seven win dow g l a s s f ragment s, one stonewar e sh er d, an d on e
bottle. The remainder of the artifact s ( 9 6 %) were of
meta l. The tailrace was the area of greatest concentration
of artifacts, even allowing fo r the s kewing in favor of
metal items.

The artifacts in the race tended to be

po rtions of gearing, shafting and assorted mill machinery.
A. Mill Pick.

A mill pick 0. 4 foot by 0. 1 2 f o ot

recove red f rom the tailrace was identifi e d by M r. S cott
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( 1 979), a former miller at Bird's mill in its later years,
as similiar to the one which he had used to dress the
stones at the mill.
Mill picks or pickhammers were o f cast steel, and were
of necessity quite hard.

The stones were redressed or

sharpened periodically depending on the type of stone,
whether they were being run close to gether, and the type
of grain bein g ground.

If the stones were being run

daily, they might be dressed every month.

Clyde Ketner of

Ketner's mill dresses his stones every six months ; the job
taking him about a week to complete.

The stones at Bir d's

mill required two to three days t q sharpen ( Scott 1979).
Dressin g rou ghened the stone where the friction of
grin ding had worn it s mooth.

It also removed the grain

residue which made the stones slick.

The feel of the

flour or meal is the deter minant in deciding when to dress
the stones (Ketner 19 8 1).
The quality of the steel pick was most important in
d
_ ressing the stone.

The picks had to hold a good edge to

keep them fro m rapidly beco ming dull.

The tempering of

the pick was all important in determining how fine an ed ge
could be achieved, and recipes for tempering solutions
were considered equally important.

Hughes ( 1 8 62)

published the following scientific formula for te mpering
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cast steel mill p icks, but it seems that an element of
folk -lore has crept in :
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
a
B. Truss.

gallons of water
oz spirits of nitre
oz spirits of hartshorn
oz white vitriol
oz sal ammoniac
oz alum
oz salt
doub le handful of hoof-paring s .
The truss is an iron rod 9 feet long with

a bolt head at one end and screw threads with a nut and
washer on the other end.

Although this item had been

identified as a roof truss (Brown, personal communication)
the 9 foot length would perhaps i�dicate an alternate use.
The truss could perhaps have run from an interior wall or
beam, but it is unlikely that a work area would have been
only 9 feet wide. An alternative use would have been to
support the penstock. Trusses ran from the floor timbers
below the turbine to the timber s at the top of the
penstock (Grimshaw 1882).
Similiar trusses w ere found in situ in the penstock for
two turbines recovered from Trigonia mill along Nine Mile
Creek in the Tellico Reservoir.
C. Turbine fragments .

In addition to the primitive

turbine recovered from the turbine bay, thirteen fragments
of one or more cast iron turbines were also recovered .
These fragments could represent portions of runners,
housing or draft tubes.

One fragment of a mixed-flow
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turb ine runner helps to i denti f y the t ype of turbines in
use at the mill . These turbines probabl y post-date the
h ybri d turbine .
D . Ge ars .

With the exception of a large spur gear

locate d in situ in the bank above the turbine ba y , all
remaining gear s an d gear frag ment s were recovere d from the
tailrace .

Two complete gears were recovere d; one a spur

gear 16 . 5 inches in diameter , an d one a bevele d spur gear
2 1 inches in diameter .

Both o f these gears were in goo d

con dition ; ho wever , ne ither gear was recovere d with any
port ion of sha fting .

Ele ven gear fragments were

recovere d .
No i denti fiable sha fts were foun d ap art £ro w the on e
attache d to the large spur gear .

Six collars or sha ft

mount s were recovere d .
E . We dges and gear keys .

We dges are metal pieces

use d to shim the space between the gears an d shaft to
provi de a tight fit an d to center the gear.

The process

of dr iving iron we dges b et ween the hole in the gear an d
the sha ft was calle d "staking" (Penn 1 98 1) .

Seven we dges

were recovere d from the tailrace .
Gear ke ys are metal str ips use d to a d just the gear
motion . Gear keys an d we dges were foun d only in the
tailrace .

Seventeen ke ys were foun d in the race,

inclu ding o ne wh ich was recovere d still atta che d t o t he
gear .

The key slots of some gears were line d with copper .
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F. Control gate fork.

The water flow to the

turbines is regulated by means of a control gate.
portion of this gate, a fork, was recovered.

A

The fork is

used in opening and closing the gate.
G. S mall tools.

A variety of small tools was found

in the tailrace and represents all the small tools
recovered from the site.

In addition to the previously

mentioned mill pick, small tools included a chisel, a wood
chisel, two files, two rat-tail files and a wrench.
Summary
The selection of a site for the Brainerd Mission
appears to have been made on the basis of availability and
price, with little regard for the suitability of the site
to provide the Mission with a profitable working base.
rhe mills were expected not only to provide for t he needs
of the Mission, but also su pply a surplus which would help
defray the costs of running the Mission and eventually
place it on a self-su p portin g basis.

It would seem , then ,

that findin g a location with a suitable mill seat would
have been an important factor in site selection.
Mill seats are, according to Hunter (1979), more
numerous and sharply defined in hilly terrain an d the
upper portions of a river system than in the lower valleys
with their gentler slope and typically sedimentary
character. The location of the Mission along the South
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Chickam auga Creek wa s ju st such a lo wer va lley area and
better suited for growing grain than grinding it.

The

slo pe of the creek i s 3. 8 feet per mile from mile 14 to
mile 20 ( T VA 1 958) ; the Mi s sion i s located at
a p pro ximate i y mile 15.
From the evidence of the original dam and three
quarter mile race, it would seem that the Mi s sion mill wa s
o perated b y an over shot or brea st wheel.

The differe n ce

in elevation from the Mi s sion dam to the tailrace below
the mill i s c. 10 feet on current ma p s.

Thi s would

provide 10 feet of head to the wheel, adequate but a b i t
lo w for an over shot wheel.
The obliteration of the original mill by Bird ' s re
building and the de stru ction of the race by modern
con struction, le ave unan s wered the q ue stion of whether or
not the gri st mill, saw mill and the black smithy were
o perate d from one wheel or a com bination of w he el s and tub
wh e els.
The origin al whe el would have been all woo d a s would
most of . the gearing.

Greene' s 1828 letter to the Board

re questin g iron g.ear s, a s the "timber-killing" inf 1uence
of the water wa s ne ce s sit ating frequent re placement of the
wooden gearin g, indic ate s tha t they still had wooden
gear s at thi s time.
An earlier letter from Ard Hoyt in 1823 detailing the
ne ed t o im port iron at a co st of $ 100 plu s $ 200 for it s
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tra ns portatio n i n dicate d that at least some iron pro duct s
were bei ng u se d.

U nfortu nately the t y pe o f iron was not

s peci fie d, but with the blacksmith available, it is
possible that pig iron was bei ng im porte d.

The nee d for

$ 150 worth o f coal i n the same letter raises a nother
i ntere sti n g que stio n. At such a price, a n d with the
abun dance of wood for fuel, it is u nlikely that coal woul d
b e im por t e d for coo king or heating pur poses.

Ra ther it

c an he assume d that the coal was for u se i n the s mithy.
The m issio naries were im porti ng this iro n a n d coal
for some use.

With the smithy, they ha d the ca pacity for

forging, but it a p pears from Gree ne's letter that by 1828
they were not forgi ng mill gears, a n d i n dee d ho pe d to
or der them from the north.

It woul d seem the n th at whi l e

they coul d forge some items, the ca pacity to cas t i r on was
beyon d the ra nge o f their o peratio n.
The location o f the blacksmi th sho p woul d have been
near the water su p ply to oper a te the tri p ha mme r.

No

recogniz able evi de nce o f the blacksmith o peratio n was
recovere d.
The co nti nual pro blem w ith the mill ca n possibly be
attribute d partly to the lack o f water -milli ng k nowle dge
by the mis sionaries a n d partl y to the physical setti ng o f
the mill.

T he siti ng o f the dam a p pear s to have bee n the

foremost problem.

A Jour nal e ntry for July 5, 18 20,

describes the dam faili ng :
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One end of the da ra gave way. The millwright
supposed he had driven the ti mbers to the
rock. It now appears that what he took to be
a rock was only gravel. The water found its
way under and carried away the bank about a
rod wide. This is a painful disappointment,
and the re pair will necessarily require con
siderable additional expense.
( ABC FM 1 82 0)
Interestingly, inv estigations of an interceptor sewer
line alon g South Chickamauga Creek in 1977, had revealed a
"buried forest " of water-lo 6 ged or ganic material.

This

material, carbon 1 4 d ated at 10, 27 0, B. P., was theorized
to have been deposited during a massive flood, and quickly
sealed over wit h a level of alluvium.

This organic level,

which occurred at a depth of 14.5 . to 17.2 feet, overlay a
gravel deposit thou ght to have resulted from a si wiliar
event ( De Selm and Brown 1 977). Since this gravel depo sit
was discovered in two locations only a few miles
downstrea m from the mill, it can perhaps be inferred that
the gravel deposit which caused the downfall of the mill
dam was a portion of this same level and a resul t of a
Pleistocene flo od.
The insistence of the missionaries on retainin g the
dam in its ori ginal location almost certainly contributed
to the nearly continual problems with . the mill.

Bird's

removal of the dam to its present location at the mill
ended the pro blems with da m failures.
The selection of building material also playe d a
lar ge part in the success or failure of the da m.

A
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sig nifica nt por tion of the origi n al Missio n d am is still
int act; however, it is th at portio n of the d am which w as
not s ubject to u nderc utti ng by the curre nt.

The sectio ns

of the d am most s usceptible to the curre nt h ave lo ng si nce
w as hed away, with the creek formi ng a new ch a n nel i n the
process of fi ndi ng the weakest fo u nd atio ns.
Bird's d am, which is still in re aso n ably good
co nditio n, w as co nstr ucted of log rather th a n sto ne.

This

d am is ver y simili ar to the log co ns tr u cti o n descr ibed b y
Leffel ( 1 8 8 1), which w as better adapted to a soft bottom.
. The retriev al o f s ubstan ti al q u a ntities of ge ari ng
i ndic ates th at the mill w as still usi ng gears rather th a n
belt drives as a mech a nism to co n nect th e po wer s o urce to
the machinery.

Cast iro n gear i n g and sh afti n g had b ee n

i ntrod uced to the New E n gl a nd textile i ndustr y i n a b o ut
18 30, and were perfected betwee n th at d a te a n d the Civil
War (Pe n n 1 98 1).

This system a nd the e arlier all wooden

for mat both suffered from ''vibr ation a n d bending a t every
revol utio n, " c a usi ng co ns ider able break age.
Aro u nd 1817 , a ch a nge in power tr a nsmissio n � as
pio neered in E ngl a nd by F airb a nks a nd Lil lie, which
repl aced the cast iro n sh af ti ng wi th high -speed sh afti ng
of wro ught iro n (Pe n n 1 98 1).

The new tech nology req uired

nearly a q u arter of a ce nt ury to be integrated into
Americ a n f actories , too lo ng to have been a f actor at the
Missio n mill.

The sh aft att ached to the lar ge sp ur ge ar
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recovered fro m the bank of the turbine bay i s ca st iron,
indicating that high- speed sha fting wa s not u sed at Bird' s
mill, either.
Leather belt main drive sy stem s were develo ped in the
second quarter of t he nineteenth century ( Penn 19 81) and
were combined with hi gh- speed shafting durin g the second
half of the nineteenth century.

Hi gh- speed shafting wa s

nece s sary for the succe s sful operation of the leather belt
main drive sy stem. Even though the leather belt s and
wooden dru m s on which they turned mi ght not have been
pre s erved, the ab sence of wrought-iron shaft s and the
pre sence of many gear piece s imply that Bird wa s not
ta kin g advantage of the belt drive sy ste m.
T he fact that Bird succeeded at t he site i s evident in
the remini scence s of William Lightfoot, a miller who
operated another mill on North Chickama uga Cree k (Wil son
1 97 6). In April, 1 88 6 , a floo d swept away Bird' s mill, and
Lightfoot' s mill ha d to wor k night and day to take care of
cu stomer s who would have normally gone to Bird' s.

There

wa s a waiting line of ox team s, hor se s, mule s, wagon s and
even boat s-- sometime s a half mile long.
Bu sine s s wa s obviou sly boo min g, an d Bird' s location wa s
suita ble for hi s operation.

Bird' s Mill Road, later

rena m ed Brainerd Road, wa s a major artery running fro m
C hattan ooga to the mill and north to Cleveland, Tenne s see.
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The fact that this road was a ma jor arte ry i s i n dic ati ve
of t he amount of travel to Bird ' s mill.
The question can be asked , why did the missionaries
fail so miserably at their millin g attempts , when Bird did
so well ?

Certainly the ne wer technolo gy available at the

time Bird purchased the mill contributed to his success.
Turbines , which co uld operate successfully under lo w heads
made the Brainerd site more workable.

Movin g the dam and

use of a different construction mode contributed to Bird's
succe s s.
· The m issionaries failure is m ore difficult to
explain.

The technolo gy of mill operation was certainly

available and successfully employe d in their native Ne w
England.

Did they perhaps not come prepared to apply that

knowledge to their ne w home , did their missionary zeal
cloud t heir concepts of reality in attem pt in g the
o peratio n of a mill, or . did they attempt to impose their
techniques on the new environment without takin g into
acco unt the actual physical properties of the new
loc ation ?
T he turbine recovered from the mill site was of a more
primitive desi gn than one would expect to find in a lar ge
com mercial mill of the late nineteenth century.

While the

horsepo wer of this turbine has not been determined at this
ti me, both Penn ( 1979) and Vo gel ( 1979) feel that th e
device operated ver y inefficiently.
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T he 1880 Manufacturing Census d escribed the mill as
having four turbines with a co mbined horsepower of 36.
Goodspeed (1887a) described the mill as having water wheel
capacity equal to 75 horsepower.

Sven if this horsepower

level is an exaggerated claim, it was unlikely that four
turbines of the type recovered would have provided the
mill with 75 horsepower, or even with 36.

It should be

noted that Goodspeed's 1887 figure could represent
rebuilding after the 1886 flood.
Parts of other turbines were recovered from the
tail tace, and a metal turbine is pictured in undated
historical photographs of the mill ( Figures 24 and 25),
indicating that at least one other type of turbine was in
use.

If additional, newer turbines were at the mill, it

is likely that they were removed for use elsewhere or
later salvaged for scrap.
It is not uncommon for millers even today ( Ketner 1981)
to allow an unused turbine to remain in situ long after it
is no longer used, if the space is not needed for
additional turbines. Removing a turbine from a covered
turbine bay is not particularly easy, and if there is no
need to remove the turbine, it can be left in place.

This

is possibly what happened to the turbine recovered from
Bird's mill; this older turbine was left at the mill,
while the newer turbines were removed when the mill
closed.
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Figure 24.

Bird's Mill. A Met al Turbine is Barely
Visible in the Uncovered Tur bine Bay. Photo
graph is Undated.

Figure 2 5.

Bird's Mill. Mill is Expanded and the Turbine
Bay is Fully Covered. Photograph is Undate d.
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Historic photographs show a progressive enlargement of
Bird ' s mill.

The turbine bay is shown uncovered, and

later covered ( Figure 25). An older turbine bay is visible
in some of the photographs.

This area, immediately

ad jacent to t he bank, and corresponding to the location of
the e�cavated turbine bay, may have been abandoned when
the new bay was built and the old turbines were left in
place.
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C H A PT ER V I
S UMMAR Y AN D CON C LU S ION S
Indirect Methods.
The investigations at Brainerd mill and the Tellico
mills were the first field tests of Brown's theory of
indirect methods.

The tests were successful in some

respects and · unsuccessful in others. As in all new
techniques, the first tests generally serve to point up
weaknesses in the methodology and to provide the
beginnings of a data base on which to base refinements.
The basis of indirect methods is the assumption that
documents will reflect ideal behavior rather than real
events ( Brown 1978).

To test this assumption, it was

important to have the documentation for industry or tech
nological standards, and hopefull y, historical document
ation for each mill.
A knowledge of water power technology was important
to recognize the archaeological remains related to power
transmission.

At the time of the Mission period at

Brainerd, the ideal for mill construction was the work
of Oliver Evans.

His designs began appearing early in the

century, and were published around 1803 as Young Mill 
Wright and Miller's Guide, a text which was continually
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re-published and was available during most of the first
half of the nineteenth century .
Additional works such as Bennett and Elton's
Hi story of Corn Milling ( 1898, 1899, 1900 ) , Hughes'
Miller and Millwright ( 18 62), Leffel's Construction
of Mill Dams ( 188 1 ) , and secondary sources such as
Hunter's Hi story of Indu stri al Power ( 1979 ) , defined
water-power technology in the nineteenth century and the
changes associated with the introduction of the turbine to
the United States in 1842 .
_ Documentary evidence for each of the mills . or even
for a regional perspective on water-power was not as easy
to obtain .
mill .

The exception to this was the Brainerd Mission

A wealth of d ocumentary data was available for the

mill in the form of letters and journals which the mis
sionaries kept for communicating with the ho me church.
These documents were felt to be adequate to co @pare
the Mission mill workings, as seen through the eyes of the
missionaries, with the ideal techn ol ogical standards of
the period and the archaeological evidence .

While it was

known that the mill had been operated b y Phile m on Bird
after the Mission peri od, and was operatin g in the late
nineteenth century, it was not until the archaeological
evidence was examined that it was apparent that the
Mission mill had been virtually destroyed by the
construction of Bird's mill on the same spot .
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Whi le the document ation of the industry standards of
water-milling technology was v e r y complete, it became
apparent that regional variations of these standards,
especially those arising out of regional adaptations to
different physical settings and raw materials, were not
usually defined.

One of the first texts to deal with

regional varia tions was Leffel's 188 1 book on mill dams,
which outlined the best type of dam to construct in
different geological set tin gs.

The contents lists dams

suited for soft or sandy bottom s, narrow streams, quick
sand or rock and sand bot toms.

There are also dam pl ans

w hich utilize local materials.
The mill dam at the Mission mill was poorly . placed
and ill-suited to the terrain.

The later Bird's mill da m

was better suited to the type of stream bo ttom.

Thi s use

of the stone dam by the missionaries might reflect either
t heir lack of milling knowledge or the fact that regional
differences had not yet been accounted for in the early
nineteenth c entury.
The dam at Kelso's mill had also been replaced, as
e vid enced by the 90 degree turn in the race.
dam was not located during the project.

The e arlier

It is interesting

that Kelso's mill continued to operate with the lon g race
after the installation of a turbin e at the mill.

There

was no evidence either in the docu mentary record or in the
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archaeological data to explain the reason for utilizing
the high -maintenanc e race after the turbine was installed .
The research was disappointin g in the ability to
compare the docu mentary data and t he archaeolo gical data
for the individual mills due to the sparce amount of
archaeological data recovered.

The ideal standards of

waterpower technology were, however, adequate to define
th e actua l mo.de of p'ower transmission and chart a rou g h
sequence of technological change.
In ex�minin i the data for evidence of changes through
time ; 3rainerd mill was shown to be the be st example;
goin g fro m an inefficient mill to - a successful co mmercial
co mplex.

The Mission mill, as sho wn by the missionari es '

letters, was never very prod uctive and was a source of
continuin g problems.

The later days of the ·mill were

quite successful, however.

Evidence from both the

docu raents, such as the l'Ia nufacturin g Census, an d the
retrieval of portions of more a dvanced tur bines indicate
the success of the mill.

The mill changed fro m usin g a

· tur bines, to t he "modern"
vertica1 whee1, to the " hy b rid"
tur bine.
Kelso's mil l at Mor ganto ri also changed from usin g a
vertical, probably overshot, wheel to a turbine.

The

li illited data were insufficient to co mpar e the de gr ee of
success through ti 1ne at t his mill.
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Limitations of This Study
The major limiting factor in this study was the
salvage nature of the archaeological excavations.

At

Brainerd, construction was already underway on the levee
when excavations began at the mill.

In addition, much of

the South Chickamauga Creek floodplain had been filled and
paved over to provide parkin g for Brainerd Village
Shoppin g Center, possibly coverin g some comp onents of the
mill entirely.
At Tellico, both Kelso's mill and the Trigonia mill
areas were appparently substantially unaltered from the
time t he mills had operated.

..

.

The decision by T VA to close

the fl ood-gates earlier than anticipated left no time to
do more than map the mills' components and retrieve the
turbines and some artifacts.
The li mited archaeological data led to a greater
emphasis being pla ced on the d ocuments, rather than a
blending of the t wo.

More time for excavation at each

m i l l cou ld perha ps have revea led additional e vidence of
expansion of facilities an d the changing lay-outs.
The study dealt with so me C O Qparisons of "real versus
ideal" ele ments, but these were mainl y in auxillary areas
such as the dams and races.

I would have preferred to

have obtained more archaeologic al data o n the prime movers
and their integration within each mill.
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Implications For Future Research
Special aspects of m ill research. The investi
gations at these East Tennessee mills, while not
extensive, do provide information to guide future
research.

Ideally so me archival research will precede the

archaeolo gical examination of any site, and water- mills
are certainly no exception.

As these investi gations

have shown, the ideal standards for water-power technolo gy
are docume nted, but re gional variations and site-specific
infor matio n is less available.
Water mills are particularly difficult to deal with
due to their co mplex and geo graphically dispersed
co mpo nents.

Many ti mes one co mponent o f the m illin g

complex will not be noted until the p ro ject is underway,
such as the older dam at Kelso's mill , or will be totally
outside of the pro ject area , and not found until much
later as was the Missio n dam at Brainerd.
Because dams a nd races were prone to si ltation and
subsequent replacement, invest i gators should be aware that
earlier components could be present.

Mills were also

frequently expanded as the technolo gy .advanced and the
same fall of water could power additional equipment.
A n additional concern to the investi gations is the
fact that complete new mills were freque ntly built in the
same locations as an ol d e r mill.

Bird, for example, had
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to almost totally rebuild his complex.
buy the old mill ?

Why then bother to

In l ocating a mill the primary

consideration is the availability of a mill seat.

If

there is insufficient fall of water to power a mill, other
physical and locational factors are im material.

Another

as pect of establishin g at the same site is the fact that
riparian ri ghts have already been established.

There is

also usually an access road, and potential custo mers are
used to a mill in that location.
Another prob iem with water- mills is that the date of
the license to buil d a mill is viewed by many as the date
of the actual ruins or structure under investigation. As
the evidence in this re port details, however, the first
date of a mill license is not necessarily the date of the
only operating mill at that location .

The Brainerd mill

saw both a new mill house and da m co ntructed and the race
abandoned when Bird took over th e op eration.

The historic

photographs o f this mill ( Fi gures 24 and 25, p. 130) show
a progressive enlar gement of the mill and turbine areas.
Kelso's mill saw chan ges in the location of the da m and
possibly a new or ex panded building.
One pattern that appeared at bot h the Brainerd and
Kelso's mills was the recovery of the large number of
artifacts fro m the tailrace.

This distribution reflects

the probable location of equipment, gears, shafts, and
etc. over the turbine bay.

The main drive shafts and spur
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gears are ge ner ally located under the mill, co n necti n g the
poweri n g mech a nism with the milli n g equipme nt.

Sometimes

these gears as well as the turbi nes were left in pl ace
whe n a mill bur ned or w as dism a ntled.

A n ab a ndo ne d mill

which had bee n v a nd alized would also show this
distributio n p atter n, as the e asiest method of destruction
of hea v y ge ars a nd sh afts would be to roll them dow n the
b a nk to the t ai lr ace.

Eve n l ar ge ge ars a nd sh afts could

be rolled downhill with rel ative ease, but retriev al
would be more arduous, a nd cert ai nly less s atisf yi n g.
Future rese arch questio ns. I nvesti g atio ns of
i ndustri al sites c a n tell us somethi n g of the resource
b ase whe n the site w as de veloped ( Ne w el l 1 97 8).

We also

have the opportu nity to e x amine the imp act of the
e xploit atio n of the resource b ase.

E x ami n atio n of

residues of i ndustri al processes c a n give us i nform atio n
on the lo n g-term e nviro nme nt al im p a ct of these materi als.
I n the c as e of w ater mills, the prese nce of d ams,
he ad races and tail races ch a n ge the h ydrolo gy of a part
icul ar are a.

At the Br ai nerd mill, for e x ample, the cree k

sou ght a new ch a n nel at the Missio n d am loc atio n.
A number of mill sites would have to be i nvesti g ated
to determi ne the lo n g-term effects of these hydrolo gic
ch a n ges.

Did a dr ai ned po nd re g ain its former state ?

What effect did le avin g a d am in place have o n the lo n g-
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ter m environ ment ?

In eastern North Carolina, for example,

mill ponds develop into pocosins, or swa mps, creating an
entirely new environment.

Did the clogging of these ponds

with swamp vegetation have an i mpact on the workings of
the mills ?
During the analysis another aspect of the data became
evident; the question of regional access to state-of-the
art technolo gy in frontier settle ments.

As s mall town

dwellers can attest even today, all as pects of high-tech
equip ment and services are not available .

The knowledge

of the technolo gy is usually available, however, leading
to folk-tech adaptations.
The wooden reaction turbine at Brainerd many be such
an exam ple of folk-tech at work.

Perhaps the perplexin g

question of the cast-iron blades in the wooden shaft can
be explained as an adaptation of available co mponents into
so methin g that looked like a tur bine, and ran like a
tur bine, therefore it was a turbine.

The level of inef

ficency of the turbine was probably recogni ze d, but it wa s
probably deve loped in the ti me honored tra dition of " make
do with what you have".
· rch on mills or
During the course of future resea
other industrial sites it would be infor mative to note
other exa mples of folk-tech han diwork.

Was t he transport

atio n syste m the limit ing factor on accessibility to
st ate-of-the-art technology ?

Do we see fewer of these
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a d ap t a tio ns in areas whe n a mar ket develops for the tec h
nolog y ?

Is there a likelihoo d th a t these folk- tech

a d ap t a tio ns are mos t commo n whe n the tech nolog y is in a
s t a te of r api d ch a nge, as i t w as in the mi d- ni ne tee n th
ce n tur y whe n the Brai ner d tur bi ne possi bl y w as i ns t alle d ?
The posi tio n of mills i n the soci al f a bric is no t
ex te nsivel y a d dresse d i n this i nves tig a tio n, bu t m a n y
ques tio ns c a n be a d dresse d i n fu ture s tu dies.

Di d, for

ins t a nce, mills serve as a rural subs ti tu te for the cour t
house as a g a theri ng pl ace ?

Po n d Creek Mill i n Loudo n

Cou n t y, for ex ample, mai n t ai ne d a gri n di ng wheel oper a te d
from the belt drive s ys tem where b y cus to mers coul d sh arp e n
their knives an d axes while the y w ai te d for the gr ai n to
be grou nd.

The y also use d this occ asio n to c a tch u p on

the local news.

This gri n der no w si ts i dle as the mill

r arely does cus tom gri n di ng .

The Eve Mill in Lou do n

Cou n ty w as one of sever al mills th a t serve d as pos t
offices.

O ther q u es tio ns coul d de al wi th whe ther the

mills were use d as g a theri n g pl aces for soci al eve n ts, a n d
the use of mill po nds for swimmi ng holes.
These four mills are loc a t e d in the same regio n, bu t
show a wi de r a nge of diversi t y in equ ipme n t, l a you t a n d
his tor y.

The· besic esse n ti als of w a ter source, r ace-flume

s ys tem, wheels a n d ge ars are all prese n t, bu t are arr a n ge d
i n a varie t y of w a ys to fi t the nee ds of each mill.

Onl y

b y documen ti ng a number of mills c a n w e ho pe to a ddress
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such questions as to pogra phic restriction on ideal mill
layouts, regional access to state-of-the-a rt technology,
the place of mills in the social fabric, and the
archaeological methods best suited to investigating mill
remains.
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A P PEN D IX I
ART IFA CT S R E CO VERE D FR OM M I L L S IN THE TE L L I CO R E SER VO IR
Acce s sion II
KE L SO ' S M I L L
1

Number
20

2
3

1
1

4
5

1
1
7

7
8
9
10
11
12

1
1
1
1
1

13

1

14

1

15

8

*

De scription
Modern nails

2--5 inches
13--4
"
"
2--3
1-- 2.75 "
2-- 2. 5 "
Bent metal piece
Corroded metal strap 3
inch es long
Wire
Unidentified metal o b ject
Square nails 1--5 inches
"
1--4. 5
"
3--3
2 fragments

Sluice gate-- wooden
S µike, 5 inches long
Section of gear ( ?)
Half of a horse shoe
Pitch fork, one tine
broken
Gear hub; ke y wa y visible
but ver y corroded;
fragment of gear hub
Bolt with square head, 2
washers and s quare nut;
1.3 foot long , 1. 25
inch square head
Broke n gear pieces;
proba bl y from same gear

All Kelso' s mill artifacts were found in the tail race

Trigonia Mill
1

1

2

1

Iron bar wit h t hr ea d ed
end, hook on other end;
one inch dia meter, 2
feet long
Section of scale
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A cc essi o n I
4

Number

Descripti o n

1

Section of pliers
(handle ?)

1

Beari ng backing plate
with number 2 63
e mbossed on back, so me
babbit re maining

Hopewell Mill
1

*

Ho pe well mill is a sta ndiug structure i n the pro ject
area which was not archaeologically investigated.
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A P P EN DIX II
AR TIFACTS R ECO V ER E D FROM BRAIN E RD MIL L
A c c e s sio n fl

N umb er

D e s c riptio n

Penstock
1
3

1
1

4
5

1
2

Wooden turbine with cast iron blades
Wooden saddle bar with wooden bearin g for # 1 .
Mo rtis ed member for pens tock
Wooden members with tenons and
and peg holes

Tailrace
15
19
17 6
177
178
179
18 0
18 1

1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1

182
183
18 5
186

1
1
1
22

187
188
189
190
19 1
192

1
1
1
1
1
1

194

1 93

19 5

1
2
1

196
197
198
199
200
20 1
202
203

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Crank handle
Gate or vane fragments
Sawmill propeller rack 3 5x2 inches
Ad justment for mill step bearing
Runner
Set works /ha mmer dog
Damse l agitator
Altrition mill or . feed mill gr i nd ing
pl ate , do u b l e gr ind
Setworks actuation lever
Winged coupling
Wood chi sel
Fragments of turbine blades or
housing
Carding p ic k fragment
Drift-pin
Mixed-flow turbine runner c. 187 0
Mill pick
Draft tube
Fragmen t from bolter, auger dr ive or
damsel assembly
Bell-shaped assembly
Rat-tail files
Curved wrought iron rod 2 feet long
by 1. 5 inch diameter
Railroad sp ikes
Wrought iron strapping fragme nts
Wood and metal buggy hood support
Spur gear fragment
Turbine gate control fork
Dog ( ?) fragme nt
Gudgeon
Roof or penstock truss 9 feet
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Brainerd M ill (cont)
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
221

10
1
1
1
1
1
1

222
223
226
227
228
229
230
231

2
2
2
6
1
1
1
2

232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241

3

2

1
8

1
1
1
6
1
2

243
244

1
1
1
2
9
6
17
1
2
2

246
247
248

1
1
1

249

3

24 2
245

Assorted washers
Probable stov e part
File
Chisel
Hook
Portion of turbine casing ( ? )
Unidentified metal obj ect (UMO)
UMO
Hook
Wood screws
Forged chain
Kerr " Sel f - Sealing " jar
Wire nails
Bra c e or Flange
Nuts
Possible fragment of wood stove
Metal bus hings or was hers , 3. 5 and
3"
Bolt heads
Metal ba nds or collars , 2. 25 " , 2. 7 5 "
Metal plate or flang e
Square Headed bolts . 37 5 '
Mount for end of shaft
Metal frag . possible turbine part
Screw key . 375 '
Wr oug ht iron rod . 9'
Cast ( ? ) iron rod . 8'
Metal bushings or washers
Wire fra g ments
Cut nails
Gear f ragment
Bushing
Metal file fragment
Bolts . 55 '
Assorted nut , bolts , spikes
Bolts and spikes . 85' to 1. 2'
Shaft keys
Large staple or bracket
Flat spike . 5' and . 8'
UMO
Nuts and bolts , 0. 3'to 0. 4'
Handle
Wood and metal crank handle
Metal bracket and screw mount with
remains of 4 wood screws
UMO

15 8
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N um ber

Brainerd M i l l

Tail race (cont)

250
25 1
252
253
25 5

1
1
1
5
1

256
257

1
1

25 8
259
260
26 1
262
26 3

1
2
1
1
7
1

26 4
26 5
268
269
270
27 1
272

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Description

Section of col lar mount for shaft
Pitch fork
Screw bolt 0.45'
Back plates
Wrought iron rod 0 . 025 ' diameter
bent to hook shape
Fragment of shaft housing
Met a l ring fragment 0 . 25 ' diameter
0 . 125 ' wide
Wooden handle fragment
Col lar for sha ft
Flat metal band
Stoneware sher d
Glass window pan e frag ment
Band or col lar for shaft or gear
housing
Section of g ear or turbine
Wrought iron hook 1. 5 '
Gear 16.5 " .
Babit t e d top step bearing
Center of gear or tu r bin e
Rack 3 . 5 " pitch
Bev el gear 21" diameter

Unit Three
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

2
1
2
1
5
1
1

27

1

28

1

29
30
30a
31
32
33
34

6
1
10
1
2
1
1

Bol ts
Metal bar
Chisel - like bar
Section of corn shel ler
Fragments of oval shaped bars
UMO
Wrought iron bar 10 " long, 1 . 4 "
d iameter short ax le or idler
pul l ey
Thrust-top bearing or over shaft
end, bearing plate with babbit
Hinge with portion of wood screws
intact
Fragments of vanes
Hook
Assorted straps
Lock Backing pl ate
Wood frag ment with metal hook
Shaker bit for bol ting mil l
Carriage wheel , probab l y saw mil l
or overhead ga t es .
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Tail race Unit Three (cont . )

35
36

1
1

37
38
39
41
42

1
2
1
1
1

43
145
157
158
159
1 60
161
1 62
1 63
1 64
1 65
166
1 67
1 69
170
17 1

1
1
42
14
1
2
1
1
12
24
1
6
6
1
1
1

172
17 3
174
27 3

2
1
1
1

Handle o r hinge
Bearing backing plate for quarter
bo x bearing
Nut
Metal door, possibly stove
Metal flange ( ?)
Metal timber band, probable gudgeon
Turbine housing or draft tu be
housing
Portio n of turbi ne housing
Straight side Mason jar c. 1880- 19 0 0
Cut n ails 2 " a n d s hort er
Wire nails
Wood screw 1. 5 "
Roun d head bolts
Hinge 1.5 " by 2 ", 2 holes each side
Metal bracket or support 2. 5 "
2 " cut nails
2- 3 " cut nails
Fragment Budweiser can
4 " c u t n c1 il s
Asst. metal fragments
Brown Coke bottle
Fla sk shaped bottle
Straight sided glass bottle
threade d top, 2 " diameter
Fragme nt of bro wn beer bottle
Window glass fra gment
Clear glass bottle fragment
Pos sib le turbine runner or draft
tube fragment

Turbine Enclosure
184
2 24

2
1

225
174

1
2

Sawmill rollers
Tur b ine seat-saddle pole with wooden
bearing
Wooden portion of turbine enclosure
Iron band for turbine

4
4
11
2
5

Brown glass fragmen t
Brick fragment
Clear window glass fragme nt
Lavender glass bottle f r a g 1ne nt
Clear glass bottle f ragme nt

Dam A rea I
44
45
47
48
49
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Dam Area I (cont)

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
86

1
1

27 0

1

1
5
110
3
1
3
2
1
7
1
1
5
1
1
1
1
9

Aqua glass bottle frag ment
Wire nails
Wire nails
RR spik es
Wrought iron dam spik es
Glass bottle fragments
Wrought iron rods
Wrought iron bolt
UMO
Wrought iron ring
Wroug ht iron rod-b ent
T erra-cotta tile frag me nt
Wrought iron me tal bar
Wrought iron bolt frag ment
Cut nail with wood attached
Ston e ware sherd
UMO
Wrench
Triangular �haped metal bar with
" fins "
Spik e fr o m dam 24" long , bent

Dam Area II
68
69
70
71
72
73
220

2
1
1
5
6
1

Wire nails
Cut nails
Base of glass fruit jar ( aqua )
Glass bottle or j ar base
Clear glass bottle fragments
UMO
Fragm e nt of mill stone , straight
quarter dressed. h e ig ht 6 . 5 " ,
radius from outer edg e of hole
1. 6 '

Dam Area I II
75
76
77
78
79

3
1
2
1
2

80
81
82
83

1
2
1
1

Brown Cok e bottle fragment
Bolt
Clear g l ass bottle fragment
M e tal cap
Fragm ent of turbine blades or
draft tube
Spik e fragment , wrought iron
Wire nails
Cut nails
Frag ment of iron band
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Br ai n e rd Mill (c ont )
84
85

1
1

Me t al fr agment
Met al b ar with ro und pl ate on end

Dam Are a I V

74
1 46

1 00+ Met al pl ates
Pint gl ass milk bottle "Ch att. milk
1

1 49

1

and p ac k age exch ange"
T all clear beer ( ?) bottle, no
m ar king, mold blo wn

N- S Trench Level 1

87
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
1 00
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
1 10

111
112
1 13
114

50+
5
20+
4
4
24
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1

7
2

1
1
2
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

7

C ut n ails
Bric k fragment
Wire n ails
Clay pip e fr agment
Scree ns
Cle ar gl ass fragment, no m ar king
B ottle glas s fr agmen t, possible
med icine bottle
Top of glass v ase or l a mp globe
S aw bl ade
Iron rim or hoop
Iron rod fragment
Iron rod fr agment, possible br ace
Copper rivets
Shell c asing
Bro wn bottle gl ass fr agments
Br ass l anter n top " E. M iller an d Co "
Iron stove leg ( ? )
H alf o f horse shoe with n ail
Wire fr agment and wire st aple
N uts
Bolt wit h n ut and 2 washers
W asher
Met al fr agment

"
"

F ur rel
Shell casing
Bric k fr agment, poro us

N- S Trench Level 3

115
116

1
1

Met al fragment
Bric k fr agment

16 2
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119
120
. 121
123
124

Numbe r

D e scription

N- S T r enc h Level 3 (cont)
1
20
1
1
1
1
6

Nut
Cut nails
Clear glass fragment
Br o wn bottle glass fragment
Metal r od fragment
Earthenwar e she rd
Wir e nails

N - S Tr ench Le v el 6
125
126
127
128
129
130

3
21
1
1
2
1

Earthenwar e she rds
Cut nails
Clear glass fragment
Spik e 3" lo ng
Wir e nails
Half of ho rsesho e

4
37
4
6
1
1
1
1
41

Mo r tar s a mpl es
Windo w glass fragment
Brick fra gment
Wire nails
Nut and bolt
Earthenwar e sherd
Bolt
Copper washer and rive t back plate
Cut nails

1
4
1
10
7
3

Sawmill rack g ear 24 "
Wir e nails
Brick f ragment
Windo w glass fragment
Cut nails
UMO

7
4

Clear glass fragm ent
Wir e nails

1

Round bolt head

E-W Tr ench
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
Unit I
142
1 50

151
15.2
153
154
Unit I - A
155
156
Unit 2
14 3

x

2"
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Brainerd Mill ( c ont)
Items Recovered From Sandblasting Large Gears
275
276
277
278

1
1
1
3

Brass tack 0.7 " x 0. 6 "
Slot key
Lag screw 5.5"
Lag screws

46
141

1
1

144
147
148
168

1
3
1
1

175
266
267

1
2
1

Spike from dam
Wrought iron bar wrapped with fine
wire
Brown bottle, mold blown, " La Roma "
Window glass fragment
Wrought iron spik e
Brown bottle 6.5" " E . R. Betterton &
Co Distiller s Chattanoog a , Tenn "
Metal ring 10. 5 " diax 2. 25"
Brown glass bottle fragment
Cle ar glass · bottle frag ment

Misc . Prov .
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